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The root �nding problem has remained a very important problem in almost

all the branches of engineering and science. There exist some complicated

direct root �nding techniques for cubic or quartic equations but roots of higher

degree nonlinear equations cannot be determined using these direct or non-

iterative techniques. Therefore, there is a natural need of some numerical root

�nding algorithms for solving nonlinear equations and systems of nonlinear

equations. Several numerical methods to �nd the roots of nonlinear equations

have been presented in the last few decades.

The root �nding iterative method starts with an initial guess of the re-

quired root of the nonlinear equation and improve this approximation itera-

tively until we obtain the approximate root of required accuracy. In earlier

years, several single step root �nding methods were developed for the solution

of nonlinear equations. For example, Newton, Laguerre, Grae¤e, Baristow

and Mueller proposed single step root �nding methods. Among them the
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Newton�s method is most famous, which requires the evaluation of derivative

of the function at each iterative step. The order of convergence and e¢ ciency

of single step methods can not be increased after a certain bound. Traub [115]

classi�ed the iterative methods as single step and Multistep root �nding meth-

ods. Multistep root �nding methods allow us not to discard information that

had already been computed. These methods require evaluations of the non-

linear function and derivatives of nonlinear function at several values of the

independent variable. Thus, higher order root-�nding methods are developed

by using this approach that has motivated the researchers towards the study

of multistep root-�nding methods. Multistep root �nding methods overcome

the theoretical limits of any single step method regarding the order of conver-

gence and informational and computational e¢ ciency. Thus, they are of great

practical importance than single step methods. Therefore, the researchers

have been contributing a lot in the development of these algorithms.

Multi-step root �nding methods that use only information from the current

iteration are called methods without-memory and the root �nding methods

that use information from the current and previous iteration are termed as

methods with-memory. Ostrowski [82] de�ned the e¢ ciency index of an it-

erative method as r
1
kf ; where r is the convergence order of the method and

kf is the number of function evaluations required per iteration. Kung and

Traub [61] conjectured that a without-memory multipoint method requiring

k + 1 function evaluations per iteration have optimal order at most 2k and

it can attain the e¢ ciency index at most 2
k�1
k : The methods satisfying above

hypothesis of Kung and Traub are known as optimal.

The main aim of this study is to investigate and introduce some new opti-

mal and computationally e¢ cient multistep iterative methods using di¤erent

techniques such as rational interpolation, Hermite interpolation, using free

parameters and weight functions for �nding simple and repeated roots of non-

linear equations as well as to solve systems of nonlinear equations. Some new
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root �nding methods with-memory are presented in this thesis that are highly

e¢ cient to obtain approximations of better accuracy. Moreover, we have pro-

posed a new family of optimal eighth order methods to �nd multiple roots of

nonlinear equations. In addition, we study the comparison of new and exist-

ing root �nding methods in terms of numerical experiments and dynamical

planes. Numerical results are given by taking several real world problems

including all kinds of nonlinear functions. The comparison of the dynamical

behavior of di¤erent root �nding methods is done by using the idea of basins

of attraction.

In this thesis, we have proposed a new family of optimal fourth order

iterative methods to �nd simple roots of nonlinear equations along with its

extension to solve systems of nonlinear equations. Convergence analysis for

both cases shows that the order of convergence of the new methods is at

least four. Numerical experiments and dynamical planes show that the new

methods are better alternates to the existing methods of similar kind.

We have also developed two new families of eighth order convergent derivative-

free methods without-memory to solve nonlinear equations. The worth of

these methods lies in the fact that they are optimal in the sense of Kung

and Traub�s hypothesis and are extendable to highly e¢ cient methods (with-

memory methods). We have de�ned a procedure of the construction of optimal

derivative free methods without memory that are extendable to with-memory.

The convergence analysis for the new methods is also are presented. The com-

parison of the dynamical planes of di¤erent methods is done by drawing their

regions of convergence using polynomials of di¤erent degree.

In this thesis, we have presented two new general families of derivative

free n�step optimal iterative schemes without-memory based on rational and

Hermite interpolation that satisfy the conjecture of Kung and Traub [61].

Some particular members of the family and their analysis of convergence are

also studied. The comparison of the proposed root �nding methods without
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memory with the existing iterative methods in terms of numerical results and

basins of attraction is presented.

With-memory multi-step iterative methods that use information from the

current and previous iterations, increase the convergence order and computa-

tional e¢ ciency of the multistep iterative methods without-memory without

using additional function evaluations. The increase in the order of conver-

gence is based on one or more accelerating parameters which appear in the

error equations of the without-memory methods. For this reason, several

multi-step with- and without-memory iterative methods have been developed

in recent years. For a background study, regarding the acceleration of conver-

gence order via with-memorization, one may see e.g. [69,70,90].

In this thesis, we have proposed some new e¢ cient root �nding methods

with-memory based on newly developed optimal eighth order derivative free

methods without memory using four accelerating parameters. For this, we

approximate the involved free parameters by using Newton�s interpolating

polynomials that pass through already saved iterative points. The R-order of

convergence [78] of the new root �nding methods with-memory is 15:5156 by

using only four function evaluations and thus, their e¢ ciency index is 1:9847.

We have also presented a general class of with-memory methods as an ex-

tension of newly developed family of n�step derivative-free optimal methods

without-memory by using a self-accelerating parameter. The convergence or-

der of the methods without memory is increased from 2n to 2n + 2n�1 + 2n�2

without using additional function evaluations. An extensive comparison of

our with-memory methods is done with the existing with-memory methods

using some nonlinear equations.

In this thesis, we have also constructed a new family of optimal eighth order

convergent methods to �nd multiple roots of nonlinear equations. This family

is based on weight function approach and the modi�ed Newton�s method for

multiple roots. Analysis of convergence is presented for the presented scheme
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with the help of symbolic computations on programming package Mathemat-

ica 8. In addition, we have also demonstrated the applicability of the presented

schemes on some real world problems and illustrated that the proposed meth-

ods are more e¢ cient among the available multiple root �nding schemes.

The numerical tests of all the problems considered in this thesis have

been carried out by using the programming package Maple 16 based on high-

precision calculations on few initial estimations. Comparison of the perfor-

mance of proposed and existing methods has also been carried out by drawing

their dynamical planes in the complex plane, that allows us to know how

wide is the set of initial guesses that converges to the required roots. Both

of the comparisons give us complementary information that helps us to fully

understand the numerical performance of the root �nding methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This preliminary chapter contains �ve sections. In the �rst section, a general

introduction about the numerical methods and its applications is given. The

second section includes some basic concepts and de�nitions related to this

thesis. Third section includes a brief literature survey. Fourth section presents

the introduction of dynamical behavior of root �nding methods and thesis

overview is given in the last section.

1.1 General introduction

Numerical Analysis is the study of quantitative approximations to the solu-

tion of mathematical problems including consideration of bounds of the error

involved or we can say that it is the study of approximation techniques for

solving mathematical problems taking into account the extent of possible er-

rors. Another aspect of Numerical Analysis is to study numerical methods

to solve mathematical problems of Science and Engineering. These methods

do not look for the exact solutions, that are typically impossible to �nd in

practice. Inspite of this Numerical Analysis deals with �nding approximate

solutions while ensuring reasonable bounds on error in the approximations.

Some of the fundamental applications of Numerical Analysis include ap-

proximating de�nite integrals, solving ordinary di¤erential equations with

1



speci�ed initial conditions, maximizing or minimizing a given function, �nding

solution of nonlinear equations and systems of nonlinear equations. Natural

uses of Numerical Analysis arise in almost all the branches of physical sci-

ences and engineering, but recently, in the life sciences and arts, elements of

scienti�c computation have been proven very useful. Speci�c examples are

the use of optimization in portfolio management, in quantitative psychology,

numerical linear algebra, stochastic di¤erential equations and Markov chains

in computer simulation of living cells.

Numerical Analysis is also used in determination of ocean currents, model-

ing combustion �ow in a coal power plant, regional uptake of inhaled materials

by respiratory tract, air�ow patterns in the respiratory tract, transport and

disposition of chemicals through the body, molecular and cellular mechanisms

of toxicity, reentry simulations for the space shuttle, trajectory prescribed path

control, optimal control problems, shuttle/tank separation, scienti�c program-

ming, modeling of air�ow over airplane bodies, electromagnetic analysis for

detection by radar, design and analysis of control systems for aircraft, elec-

tromagnetics, large scale shock wave physics code development, curve �tting

of tabular data.

The revolutionary development in the �eld of Numerical Analysis has taken

place in the last half century with the growth in power and availability of

digital computers that enable to solve realistic mathematical models in science

and engineering referred as more detailed mathematical models of the world.

So, the formal area of Numerical Analysis ranges from theoretical studies

to computer science and a new area of computational science or scienti�c

computing has emerged. In this area, Numerical Analysis is used from a

computer science prospective. The main focus of this area is to use very

signi�cant techniques of Numerical Analysis, such as symbolic mathematical

computation, computer graphics and graphical user interface so that, for a

user, it turns out to be friendly to set up, interpret and solve complex real

2



world mathematical models.

In chemical engineering, several semi theoretical or empirical equations

arise such as the Redlich-Kwang, Soave-Redlich-Kwong and the BeneditWebb-

Rubin equations. The problem of �nding solution of these equations is con-

verted into the root �nding problem. For example the well known Soave

Redlich-Kwong equation of state is given as follows:

p =
RT

V � d
� c�

V (V + d)
(1.1)

where V; T and p are speci�c volume, temperature and pressure, R is the

gas constant, � is a function of temperature, c and d are constants. Equation

(1.1) is rearranged in the following form:

s3�s2+(a + b � b2)s � ab = 0 (1.2)

where s = PV =RT , a = cP=R2T 2, b = dP=RT . Finding the root of equa-

tion (1.2) is same as �nding the speci�c volume of a gas at given temperature

and pressure.

Root �nding methods plays an important role in �nding the depth of

submersion. Suppose we want to determine how far a spherical object of

radius R will sink into a �uid such as water or oil. According to Archimedes�s

principle, the object will sink to the depth at which the weight of the �uid

displaced by the object equals the weight of the object. Now, the weight of

the object is the product of its mass, m, and the acceleration due to gravity,

g. If we assume the object has a constant mass density, �0;then m = 4
3
�R3�0

and weight of the object is
4

3
�R3�0g. (1.3)

What about the weight of the displaced �uid? Assuming the �uid has density

�f and Vd is the volume of �uid displaced by the object, then weight of displace

�uid is

�fVdg (1.4)
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. To complete the speci�cation of the problem, we need to determine Vd.

Suppose the object sink to a depth h. Considering the geometry shown in the

Figure 1.1 and applying some basic calculus (Volume by slicing to be exact),

we �nd that

Figure 1.1. Cross Section of Spherical Object

Vd = �

hZ
0

x2dy = �

hZ
0

(2Ry � y2)dy = �h2(R� h

3
): (1.5)

Substituting (1.5) into (1.4) and equating the resulting expression with (1.3)

yields

4

3
�R3�0g = �h2(R� h

3
)�fg (1.6)

After some algebraic simpli�cation, this becomes

�f
3
h3 �R�fh

2 +
4

3
R3�0 = 0 (1.7)

Therefore, given values for R; �0 and �f , the depth to which the object

sink is determined by solving the equation (1.7) for h. In order to �nd the

depth of submersion of a spherical object of radius R and density �0 placed

4



on the surface of a �uid of density �f would sink to a depth h which is root

of the equation. In deriving this equation it was assumed that the object was

not fully submerged in this �uid.

The root �nding problem have remained a very important problem in

almost all the branches of engineering and science. There exist some compli-

cated techniques for �nding roots of cubic or quartic equations but the roots

of higher degree nonlinear equations cannot be determined exactly. There-

fore, we must have to use numerical methods to �nd roots of such nonlinear

equations. Several numerical methods (iterative methods) to �nd the roots

of nonlinear equations have been presented in the last few decades. An it-

erative method starts with an initial estimate (also called an initial guess)

of the required root of a nonlinear equation and improve this approximation

iteratively until we obtain the approximate root of desired accuracy. Several

researchers from all over the world have contributed in the development of

root �nding techniques; (for example see Newton [11], Kou [63], Ozban [83],

Ostrowski [82], King [60], Neta [71], Petkovic [88], Polyak [91], Wang [118]

and Traub [115]).

1.2 Basic concepts and de�nitions

This section includes some fundamental concepts and de�nitions that are re-

lated to the work presented in this thesis. Most of the notations and symbols

de�ned in this chapter preserve their sense for the whole thesis.

De�nition 1.1 Algebraic polynomial (see [11]): An expression in which

constants and variables are joined by an algebraic operation is known as alge-

braic expression. An algebraic polynomial is an algebraic expression consisting

of more than one terms, in which in each term, the power of variable is non-

negative. For example:

P (s) = aks
k + ak�1s

k�1 + : : :+ a1s+ a0;
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where a0; a1; a2; :::; ak 2 R are called coe¢ cients of polynomial P (s) and k is

a non-negative integer. The polynomial P (s) is an algebraic polynomial of

degree k (if ak 6= 0) in single variable s.

De�nition 1.2 Algebraic equation (see [11]): The equality of two alge-

braic expressions is known as an algebraic equation. For example:

aks
k + ak�1s

k�1 + : : :+ a1s+ a0 = 0;

where ak; ak�1; :::; a0 2 R are called coe¢ cients and at least one of the aj 2 R

must be non-zero for j = 0; 1:::k.

De�nition 1.3 Nonlinear equation (see [11]): An algebraic equation is

called nonlinear equation if power of its variable is greater than one. Further-

more, the transcendental equations that involve logarithmic, exponential and

trigonometric functions are known as nonlinear equations. Some examples of

nonlinear equations are given as follows:

f(s) = (cos(
�s

2
) + s2 � �)5 = 0;

f(s) = (es + s� 20)2 = 0;

f(s) = (ln s+
p
(s4 + 1)� 2)9 = 0:

De�nition 1.4 Nonlinear system of equations (see [11]): A nonlinear

system of k equations in k unknowns is given as follows:

f1(s1; s2; :::; sk) = 0;

f2(s1; s2; :::; sk) = 0;

...

fk(s1; s2; :::; sk) = 0; (1.8)

where S = (s1; s2; :::; sk)t is a vector in k�dimensional space Rk and fi(S) :

Rk ! R (i = 1; 2:::; k). The system (1.8) can be written in vector notation as

follows:

F(S) = 0;

6



where, S = (s1; s2; :::; sk)t 2 Rk and F = (f1(S); f2 (S); :::; fk(S))t .

De�nition 1.5 Root (see [11]): A value s = � such that f(�) = 0 is known

as a root or zero of a nonlinear equation f(s) = 0. The root � is also called

as a solution of the equation f(s) = 0.

De�nition 1.6 Simple & Multiple root (Repeated root) (see [11]): If

the function f(s) can be written as follows:

f(s) = (s� �)lt(s); l 2 N; s 6= �;

then � is said to be a simple root of f(s) if l = 1 and � is called a multiple

root of f(s) of multiplicity l; if l > 1, where t(s) is nonzero and bounded at

s = �.

De�nition 1.7 Error (see [11]): In numerical experiments, the error is

described as the di¤erence between approximate value s1 and the exact value

� of a variable s, denoted by e as follows:

e = � � s1:

De�nition 1.8 Absolute error (see [11]): The absolute value of the error

e = � � s1 in an approximation is called absolute error, where s1 is the ap-

proximation of the true value �. It is denoted by Ae and is de�ned as follows:

Ae =j � � s1 j :

De�nition 1.9 Iterative method (see [11]): A set of operations that is

repeated to obtain the successive approximations to the solution of a problem

is called an iterative method. We determine an approximate value of the root

� of f(s) = 0 with the help of successive iteration method of the following

form:

sk+1 = �(sk); k � 0; (1.9)
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where, sk and sk+1 are kth and k+1�th approximations to the zero � isolated

in a real interval D = [c; d] and � is a function de�ned and continuous on [c; d].

An initial approximation s0 2 [c; d] to the root is required to start the iterative

method. The above function �(sk) is also known as an iteration function.

De�nition 1.10 Stopping criteria(see [11]): Suppose that a sequence fskg1k=1
of approximations of the zero � is produced by an iterative method �(sk). One

of the following criteria can be used to satisfy for a given tolerance � > 0 to

stop an iterative process:

jsk+1 � skj < �;

jf(sk)j < �;����sk+1 � sk
sk

���� < �:

For example the tolerance can be �xed as � = 10�k, for any k 2 N:

De�nition 1.11 Convergent sequence (see [88]): Suppose that an itera-

tive method �(sk) generates a sequence of approximations fskg1k=1 of the root

�. Then, the sequence fskg is said to be convergent if

lim
k!1

sk = �;

holds.

De�nition 1.12 Order of convergence (see [88]): Suppose that an itera-

tive method � : R ! R generates a sequence of approximations sk+1 = �(sk)

to the root � 2 R and there exist M > 0 such that:

lim
k!1

jsk+1 � �j
jsk � �jr =M; (1.10)

holds, then it is said that the iterative method � has convergence order r and

M is the asymptotic error constant. Let ek = sk � � and ek+1 = sk+1 � �

are the errors of the approximation at the kth and k + 1�th iteration steps

respectively. Then, the expression (1.10) becomes:

lim
k!1

jek+1j
jekjr

=M:
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Equivalently for a large enough k:

jek+1j = O(jekjr); (1.11)

The above expression (1.11) is said to be the error equation and r is the order

of convergence of the root �nding method.

Theorem 1.1 (Schöder-Traub�s theorem ( [115]): Suppose that � is a

root �nding method such that �(r) is continuous in a neighborhood of �: Then,

the iterative method � has convergence order r if and only if �(�) = �; �
0
(�) =

� � � = �(r�1)(�) = 0; �r(�) 6= 0 and�����r(�)r!

���� = C;

where C is the asymptotic error constant.

De�nition 1.13 E¢ ciency Index (see [82]): Suppose that the order of

convergence of a root �nding method � is r and the number of function evalu-

ations (and evaluation of its derivatives) used in the method per iteration are

fe. Then the e¢ ciency index (E) of a root �nding method is de�ned as:

E = r
1
fe :

Conjecture 1 Optimal order of convergence (see [61]): A multistep

root �nding method without memory can have an optimal order of convergence

at most 2k�1 using k function evaluations. This statement is known as Kung-

Traub�s conjecture. The e¢ ciency index is 2
k�1
k .

Conjecture 2 Approximation of the �rst derivative (see [20]): An ap-

proximation of the �rst derivative uses of order 2j presented by Cordero and

Torregrosa to convert a multistep root �nding method having �rst order deriv-

ative of the function f into a derivative free one preserving the same conver-

gence order. This approximation is given by:

f 0(sk) � f [sk; zk]; where zk = sk + f(sk)
m;m � j; (1.12)

and  2 R� f0g:
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De�nition 1.14 R�order of convergence (see [78]): Suppose that fskg 2

Rk be a sequence of approximations of the root �; produced by a root �nding

method �. Then the following numbers are said to be R-factors of the sequence:

Rq(�; �) =

�
lim k!1 sup ksk � �k

1
k ; if q = 1;

lim k!1 sup ksk � �k
1

qk ; if q > 1:

and the following quantity is called R�order of convergence of �(sk) at � in

Rk.

AR((�); �) =

8<: +1; if Rq(�; �) = 0; for all q 2 [1;1);

inffq 2 [1;1)jRq(�; �) = 1g; otherwise,
(1.13)

Theorem 1.2 (Herzberger [43]): Suppose that a single-step, t�point method

is described as follows:

sk+1 = �(sk; sk�1; :::; sk�t+1):

We associate a matrix B = (bij)(1 � i; j � t) with the above method, which

contains the elements given as:

b1; j = Amount of the information required at sk�j+1; j = 1; 2; :::; t;

bi; i� 1 = 1, i = 2; 3; :::; t,

bi; j = 0; Else.

The spectral radius of the associated matrix B(t) = (bji)(1 � i; j � t) is the

convergence order of single-step t�point root �nding method �. On the other

hand, for an m�step root �nding method with memory give by:

� = �1 � �2 � � � � � �m;

the R-order of convergence is the spectral radius of B(m) = B1 � B2; � � �; Bm;

where the matrices Bq correspond to the iterative steps �q; 1 � q � m.

De�nition 1.15 Computational order of convergence: The follow-

ing formula is used for the calculation of computational order of convergence
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(COC) [119]:

COC �
log
��� (sk+1��)(sk��)

���
log
��� (sk��)
(sk�1��)

��� ; (1.14)

where, sk�1; sk and sk+1 are three consecutive iteration points generated by a

root �nding method closer to the root � of the function f(s). However, the

value of the exact zero � is not known in practice, so, in order to estimate

the computational order of convergence (COC), we have to use the following

formula [55]:

COC �
log
���f(sk+1)f(sk)

���
log
��� f(sk)
f(sk�1)

��� : (1.15)

Another formula to calculate the computational order of convergence (COC)

proposed by Sánchez et al. [92] is given as follows:

COC � (log j(Ek+1)=(Ek)j) (log j(Ek)=(Ek�1)j)�1;

where Ek = sk � sk�1 .

De�nition 1.16 Divided Di¤erences (see [11]): Suppose that h be any

function and the nodes s0; s1; :::; sm belong to the interval D; then the divided

di¤erence of order zero of h with respect to sj is denoted by h[sj] and is given

as follows:

h[sj] = h(sj);

The �rst divided di¤erence of h is denoted as h[sj; sj+1] and is de�ned as

follows:

h[sj; sj+1] =
h[sj+1]� h[sj]

sj+1 � sj
:

Further, we de�ne the second order divided di¤erence as follows:

h[sj; sj+1; sj+2] =
h[sj+1; sj+2]� h[sj; sj+1]

sj+2 � sj
:

The mth divided di¤erence is de�ned as follows:

h[s0; s1; s2; :::; sm] =
h[s1; s2; :::; sm]� h[s0; s1; :::; sm�1]

sm � s0
:
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In particular, if h 2 C (m+1)(D); where D is the smallest interval, which con-

tained the m+ 1 nodes s0 = s1 = : : : = sm = s; then

h[s0; s1; :::; sm; s]| {z }
m+1 nodes

=
1

(m+ 1)!
h(m+1)(s):

De�nition 1.17 Inverse function (see [11]): An inverse function g of f

is denoted by f�1 is de�ned as

g(f(s)) = s

for each s in the domain of f and

f(g(s)) = s

for each s in the domain of g. In addition,

g0(f(s)) =
1

f 0(s)
:

De�nition 1.18 Inverse interpolation (see [11]): Suppose f 2 C1[a; b],

f 0(s) 6= 0 on [a; b] and f has one zero p in [a; b]. Let s0; :::; sk; be k+1 distinct

numbers in [a; b] with f(sk) = yk for each k = 0; 1; :::; k. To approximate

p; construct the interpolating polynomial of degree k on the nodes y0; :::; yk

for f�1: Since yk = f(sk) and 0 = f(p); it follows that f�1(yk) = sk and

p = f�1(0): This process is known as inverse interpolation.

De�nition 1.19 Newton�s interpolation formula (see [11]): Let Pk be

a kth degree interpolating polynomial whose coe¢ cients are the divided di¤er-

ences de�ned as follows:

Pk(s) = f [s0] +

kX
j=1

f [s0; s1; :::; sj]

j�1Y
i=0

(s� si); (1.16)

for each j = 1; 2; : : : ; k, which �ts the nodes s0; s1; :::; sk at function values.

The above equation(1.16) is independent of the order of nodes s0; s1; :::; sk and

is called Newton�s interpolation formula using divided di¤erences.
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De�nition 1.20 Basins of attraction (see [53]): Suppose that � be a root

of f; then the set of all those initial guesses for which a root �nding method

� converges to �; is said to be its basins of attraction.

De�nition 1.21 Fractal (see [53]): An object is said to be a fractal if its

parts emerge geometrically alike to the whole at in�nitely many stages of mag-

ni�cation.

De�nition 1.22 Julia set:(see [53]) The set of complex numbers which do

not converge to any limit when a given mapping is repeatedly applied to them

is known as Julia set. In some cases the result is a connected fractal set.

De�nition 1.23 Mandellbrot set:(see [53]) Mandellbrot set is a set of com-

plex numbers for which Julia set is connected.

De�nition 1.24 S-Transformation:(see [88]) S-transformation of f is

S(f(x)) := sgn f(x);

where sgn x is the signum function de�ned by

sgn x :=

8>>><>>>:
1; x > 0

0;x = 0

�1;x < 0

De�nition 1.25 T�transformation:(see [88]) Let f be a real valued and

continuous function and m � 0 be su¢ ciently large. The T�Transformation

of f with the multiplier m denoted as Tm(f(s)); is de�ned by:

Tm(f(s)) := tanh m:f(s)

Usually the value of multiplier m is from the interval [3; 30].

De�nition 1.26 A� Transformation:(see [88]) Let m � 0 be su¢ ciently

large and let f be a real valued and continuous function. The A�Transformation

of f with the multiplier m denoted as Am(f(s)); is de�ned by:

Am(f(s)) :=
2

�
arctan m:f(s)

Usually the value of multiplier m is from the interval [3; 30].
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1.3 Background and Literature Review

One of the important and challenging problems in Numerical Analysis is to

�nd the solution of nonlinear equations and systems of nonlinear equations.

In recent years, several numerical methods for �nding roots of nonlinear equa-

tions are brought forward by using di¤erent techniques. The construction of

robust and e¢ cient root �nding methods has been an important task since

last few decades because it has important applications in physics, chemistry,

optimization, global positioning, ocean acidi�cation, �uid mechanics, quan-

tum �eld theory, designing micro-grids and power �ow analysis and chemical

engineering.

Solving nonlinear equations of the form f(s) = 0 for an unknown s is

termed as root �nding problem. Several techniques are available in the lit-

erature to �nd roots of nonlinear equations. One fundamental and historical

technique is using tangent line for the approximation of the zero of a func-

tion that leads us to the classical Newton�s iterative scheme. The Newton�s

method has quadratic order convergence to approximate simple roots of non-

linear equations, that is, at each iteration, the number of signi�cant digits be-

comes doubled. There is no ambiguity that the single step Newton�s method is

one of the best root �nding method based on two function evaluations, which

has the following expression:

sk+1 = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; (1.17)

Iterative root �nding method for solution of nonlinear equation f(s) = 0

needs a good initial approximation commonly known as initial guess. The

Newton�s method diverges if the initial approximation does not lie in the

vicinity of root. To �nd the su¢ ciently good initial approximation, we have

various methods (direct and indirect) and techniques. A basic method to

�nd good initial guess is the bisection method. There is another non-iterative

method known as Newton Interval Method NIM initially proposed by Yun
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(2008) and later discussed by Yun and Petkovic in 2010. Another interval

arithmetic is given by [54]. This method is based on numerical integration

involving tanh; arctan and signum functions. The signi�cance of the method

lies under the fact that it does not require knowledge of derivative f 0(s).

For determination of close approximation to the root, we need an interval in

real line (not necessarily small) containing the root. For this they used three

sigmoid transformation of f named as S�transformation, T�transformation

and A�transformation (See def 1.24-1.26). The word sigmoid is from the sim-

ilarity of the graphs. The functions sgn x, tanh mx, arctan mx are sigmoid

like functions. These sigmoid like functions are almost part by part rectan-

gular and numerical integration of such functions over any interval would give

very accurate results. For integrating these rectangle type sigmoid, various

quadrature based formulas are available in literature or we can use compu-

tational software packages such as Maple and Mathematica. These sigmoid

like functions are attractive because they take values within the interval [�1; 1]

clustering almost all points towards the limit �1 and they have steep slope

near the zeros of the function. By applying simple computational statement

inMathematica to the function f(s) = (s�2)(s10+s+1)e�s�1 in the interval

[0; 5], a good initial guess s0 = 1:99962 to the zero � = 2 of f(s) is obtained.

The concept of e¢ ciency index was de�ned by Ostrowski [82] that measures

the performance of root �nding methods. Kung and Traub [61] de�ned the

optimal order of convergence of root �nding methods as a multipoint method

without-memory has convergence order at most 2k using k + 1 function eval-

uations per iterative step (this order is known as optimal order). Thus the

optimal e¢ ciency index is de�ned as 2
k

k+1 :

The root �nding methods can be classi�ed as follows:

� Multistep iterative methods without-memory to �nd simple roots (opti-

mal and non-optimal)

� Multistep iterative methods with-memory to �nd simple roots
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� Multistep iterative methods without-memory to �nd roots of systems of

nonlinear equations (optimal and non-optimal)

� Multistep iterative methods without-memory to �nd multiple roots (op-

timal and non-optimal)

1.3.1 Review of some existing root �nding methods

The research papers published in 1970-1990 and famous book of Traub [115]

published in 1964, provide many multipoint iterative methods for solving non-

linear equations. With the development of fast computers and advanced pro-

gramming software in the start of the 21st century, several researchers have

paid attention in the development of highly e¢ cient multistep zero �nding

iterative methods. A lot of multistep zero �nding numerical methods have

been presented by researchers in the recent past. Some of them are appeared

to be optimal in the sense of Kung-Traub�s conjecture [61]. In the book of

Petkovic et al. [88], one can �nd a detailed survey of non-optimal and optimal

root �nding methods.

According to Traub [115], root �nding methods can be categorized as

one-step and multi-step root �nding methods. One-step root �nders are not

fruitful due to their less computational e¢ ciency which cannot be greater

than one. However, multistep root �nders are of great importance due to

the fact that they produce approximations of great accuracy and their is no

bound on the computational e¢ ciency of such algorithms. Multi-step root

�nders without memory use only information from the recent iteration while

the root �nding methods with-memory use information from the recent and

previous iterations as well. From 1964-1981, some two-step fourth order root

�nding schemes without memory have been developed by Jarratt (1970) [51],

King (1971) [60] and Neta (1981) [71]. In 1972, Shacham and Kehat [95]

described the use of the memory method for solution of nonlinear equations.

This method uses inverse Lagrange interpolation to solve nonlinear equations.
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In 1989, Mordechai Shacham [96] used inverse interpolation with continued

fraction to develop a root �nding method with-memory for the solution of

nonlinear equations.

In the era 2000-2010, several iterative formulas for solving nonlinear equa-

tions based on Newton�s theorem, Adomian decomposition method, second

derivative estimation and Adam-like multistep techniques were proposed. In

recent years, numerous multistep iterative root �nding methods with- and

without memory have been developed by several researchers (for example

see [13,20,21,88,94,98,99,104�108,110,123]).

The main objective to de�ne new iterative methods was to obtain the

approximations of highest computational e¢ ciency and speed. Higher order

methods have been developed for faster convergence and better computa-

tional e¢ ciency. For example, the methods of Halley [35], Householder [49],

Whittaker [44], super-Halley�s method, super-Newton�s method [28] or the

Chebyshev�Halley�s method [36] have third order convergence. These meth-

ods require evaluation of the second derivative, which may be problematic in

some case and may be time taking for complicated functions. To side step the

evaluation of second derivatives, some variants of Newton�s method with third

order convergence for �nding simple roots have been developed [62]. These

methods only require evaluation of the function and its �rst order derivative

and are easy to apply. From 2001-2005, several modi�cations of Newton�s

method are presented by approximating to the de�nite integral arising in the

Newton�s theorem [50]. For example, by using the rectangle as an approxima-

tion of the integral in the Newton�s theorem, Newton�s method is derived [119].

The trapezoid rule was used by Weerakoon and Fernando [119] for the approx-

imation of the integral to develop a new variant of Newton�s method with third

order convergence. In 2003, Sormani and Frontini [29, 30] have studied some

modi�cations of the Newton�s method to �nd simple as well as multiple roots

of nonlinear equations. In [45, 46], Homeier presented a variant of Newton�s
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method and extended it for the solution of multivariate nonlinear equations.

In [47], Homeier also derived a new family of third order convergent New-

ton like methods by using the inverse function to approximate the integral

in Newton�s Theorem. Grau and Diaz-Barrero [34] proposed an improvement

of Euler-Chebyshev method with �fth order convergence. In 2008, Lukic and

Ralvic [68] developed a third order variant of Newton�s method using geomet-

ric mean for simple as well as for multiple roots.

There is no doubt that the Newton�s scheme is the best known method to

approximate the roots of systems of nonlinear equations or in order to obtain

the local minima in problems of optimization. Inspite of its advantages, in

practice, it will not be very often helpful for solving some problems. Compu-

tation of the derivative, good initial guess, Ill-conditioning of the function and

linear convergence for multiple roots normally lead to di¢ culties in its use.

Optimization problems de�ned by functions for which derivatives are unavail-

able or available at a prohibitive cost are emerging frequently in computational

science. The calculations of derivative are often hard when the problems are

formulated in terms of nonlinear equations and as a result, the importance

of derivative free method emerges. Thus, the root �nding methods that re-

quire no evaluation of derivatives are of more attention. This approach was

�rstly addressed by Ste¤ensen [111]. The derivative-free root �nding method

proposed by Ste¤ensen is given as follows:

sk+1 = sk�
f(sk)

2

f(sk + f(sk))� f(sk)
; k � 0: (1.18)

Ste¤ensen-like methods and Padé approximants are used to generate deriva-

tive free methods by Cordero et al. [18] and parameter approach is used by

Khattri and Steihaug [57] to develop fourth and eight order derivative free

root �nding methods.

The methods satisfying Kung-Traub�s hypothesis [61] are known as opti-

mal. Bi et al. [10] in 2009 developed a three step optimal eight order method

with e¢ ciency index of 1.682. In 2009, Neta, Chun and Neta [72, 74] devel-
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oped a third order method based on Osada�s scheme and Chebyshev third

order Newton type method. In 2011, Khatari [57] developed an eighth order

method by parametric weight function approach. Soleymani [106] also devel-

oped two new optimal classes of Jarratt type methods using weight function

approach. Ha�z and Baghat [38] used several linear combinations of divided

di¤erences to establish two families of methods with e¢ ciency index of 1.442

and 1.587. An eight order derivative free family using polynomial interpola-

tion is generated by Laila et al. [64]. Recently several sixteenth order optimal

root �nding methods with e¢ ciency index of 1.74 have been developed by

using di¤erent techniques such as parameter approach and Pade approxima-

tion [107,123,127].

Moreover, many numerical methods are presented to solve the systems

of nonlinear equations (SNLE) with the help of several techniques [5, 22,

23, 30, 39, 40, 48, 75�77], such as; Newton�s method, homotopy perturbation

method, Adomian decomposition method, Householder method. Darvishi et

al. in [24,25] developed two new methods for solving SNLE with third order

convergence. J.H.He in [42] and Golbabai et al. in [37], have used the homo-

topy perturbation method for the construction of a new class of Newton-type

methods for solution of SNLE. Khirallah in [58], presented a new decomposi-

tion method for the solution of SNLE. Sharma et al. [101] have presented two

classes of iterative methods with third-order convergence for solving SNLE,

they also extended their work by using weighted Newton�s method to develop

an e¢ cient fourth order method for solving SNLE. In [50], Hueso et al. devel-

oped a class of predictor�corrector iterative methods for the solution of SNLE

free from second order derivative. Khirallah and Ha�z studied Simpson�s for-

mula, and Newton�s two-, three- and four-point closed formulae for solving

SNLE in [59]. They also presented a Jarratt type family methods to solve

SNLE in [58]. In 2013, many algorithms have been developed to increase the

order of convergence [1,19], extending existing methods for solving SNLE [116]
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and using weighted Newton�s method for solving SNLE [2,99].

A family of two-point methods with-memory for solving nonlinear equa-

tions is developed by Petkovic et al. in 2011 [86]. A multipoint iterative

method with-memory using inverse interpolation is developed by Petkovic et

al. in 2011 [87]. In 2013, Sharma and Kaur [98] presented a two point deriv-

ative free method with-memory which accelerates the convergence from 4 to

6. In 2014, Ste¤ensen-like methods with memory using two free parameters

are proposed to �nd roots of nonlinear equations in [90]. In 2015, A two-

parametric family with-memory for nonlinear equations had been developed

by Cordero et al. [21].

The �rst iterative method to �nd multiple roots was developed by Schröder

[93] which is a modi�cation of the Newton�s method having second order con-

vergence. The behavior of iterative methods for simple root are not similar

when dealing with multiple roots of nonlinear equations. The well known

Newton�s method with quadratic convergence for simple roots of nonlinear

equations decays to �rst order when dealing with multiple roots of nonlinear

equations. These problems lead to minor troubles such as greater compu-

tational cost and severe troubles such as no convergence at all. The prior

knowledge of multiplicity of roots make it easier to deal with these di¢ culties.

The nonlinear equations with multiple roots commonly arise from di¤erent

topics such as complex variables, fractional di¤usion or image processing, ap-

plications to economics and statistics (Lēvy distributions) etc. In the last

years, some variants of Schröder�s method have been presented for multiple

roots. These methods have third and fourth order convergence, (for exam-

ple see [9, 14, 15, 26, 66, 67, 73, 79�81, 84, 102, 114, 129, 130]). In 2015, Geum

et al. [32] have presented a family of non-optimal two-point sixth order con-

vergent methods to obtain multiple roots. In 2016, Geum et al. [33] also

presented a non-optimal three-point family of sixth order convergent multiple

root �nding methods. In 2017, Behl et al. [8] proposed a family of optimal
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eighth order convergent methods to approximate multiple roots. Recently, a

new family of optimal eighth order convergent multiple root �nding methods

has been proposed by Zafar et al. in [126].

Root �nding methods without memory for �nding simple roots

In this section, we present iterative formulae of some of the well known root

�nding methods.

Optimal two-step root �nding methods

In 1960, the �rst two step root �nding method was de�ned by Ostrowski

[82] give as follows:

vk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = vk �
f(vk)

f 0(sk)

f(sk)

f(sk)� 2f(vk)
: (1.19)

The idea of using a parameter in root �nding methods was introduced by

King [60], for the �rst time in 1973. He proposed a general family of optimal

two-point root �nding methods of fourth order convergence and is given as:

vk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = vk �
f(vk)

f 0(sk)

f(sk) + �f(vk)

f(sk) + (� � 2)f(vk)
; � 2 R: (1.20)

For � = 0 in the scheme (1.20), we obtain Ostrowski�s method (1.19) as a

special case of King�s family (1.20).

In 2010, a derivative-free root �nding method of order four has been pre-

sented by Petkovic et al. [85] as follows:

yk = sk �
f(sk)

 (sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = yk � L(uk; vk)
f(yk)

 (sk)
; (1.21)

where,  (sk) =
f(sk+�f(sk))�f(sk)

�f(sk)
; � 2 R; uk = f(yk)

f(sk)
; vk =

f(yk)
f(sk+f(sk))

; L is a

real valued weight function and  2 R. The weight function L should be
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determined in such a way that the root �nding scheme (1.29) attains fourth

order convergence. For example, L(uk; vk) = 1 + uk + vk.

In 2012, Soleymani et al. [109] replaced the concept of parameter with

weight function and developed a family of Jarratt type optimal fourth order

convergent methods as follows:

zk = sk �
2

3

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk � [K(uk)� L(vk)]
2f(sk)

f 0(sk) + f 0(zk)
;

uk =
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; vk =

f 0(zk)

f 0(sk)
; (1.22)

whereK(uk) and L(vk) are real valued weight functions. Following is a special

case of their iterative family:

zk = sk �
2

3

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk �
2f(sk)

f 0(sk) + f 0(zk)

"
1� 1

4

�
f 0(zk)

f 0(sk)
� 1
�
+
3

4

�
f 0(zk)

f 0(sk)
� 1
�2#

:

(1.23)

The e¢ ciency index of optimal two-step fourth order methods given above is

41=3 � 1:5874:

Optimal three-step root �nding methods

In 1974, Kung and Traub [61] presented an optimal eighth order derivative

free root �nding method as follows:

uk = sk+f(sk);  2 Rnf0g; k � 0;

vk = sk �
f(sk)

2

f(uk)�f(sk)

wk = vk �
f(vk)f(uk)

f [sk;vk][f(uk)�f(vk)]
;

sk+1 = wk �
f(vk)f(uk)(vk � sk

f(sk)
f [sk;wk]

)

[f(vk)�f(wk)][f(uk)�f(wk)]
+

f(vk)

f [vk;wk]
: (1.24)

In 2009, Bi et al. [10] proposed an optimal three-step root �nding algorithm
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having eighth order convergence as follows:

vk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = vk �H(uk)
f(vk)

f 0(sk)
; uk =

f(vk)

f(sk)

sk+1 = zk �
f(wk)

f [zk; vk] + f [zk; sk; sk](zk � vk)

f(sk) + �f(zk)

f(sk) + f(zk)
; (1.25)

where H(uk) is a real valued weight function. The above three-step methods

(1.24) and (1.25) are optimal as they are eighth order convergent based on

four function evaluations.

In 2010, Petkovic et al. [65] de�ned the following optimal eighth order root

�nding scheme based on rational interpolating polynomial as follows:

tk = �4(sk; zk); k � 0;

sk+1 = tk �
f(tk)

L0(tk)
; (1.26)

where zk = sk� f(sk)
f 0(sk)

, �4(sk; zk) is any two-step iterative formula of order four

and L(tk) is a rational interpolant given as follows:

L(t) =
d1 + d2(t�s) + d3(t�s)2

1+d4(t�s)
; (d2 � d1d4 6= 0);

where the constants d1; d2; d3 and d4 are determined by the following condi-

tions:

f(t) = L(t); f(z) = L(z); f(s) = L(s); f 0(t) = L0(t):

Soleymani et al. [108] in 2012, presented a derivative-free optimal three-step

method of convergence order eighth based on rational interpolating polynomial

as follows:

tk = �4(sk; zk); k � 0;

sk+1 = tk �
(1 + d4 (zn � sk))

2 f(zn)

d2 � d1d4 + 2d3 (zn � sk) + d3d4 (zn � sk)
2 ; (1.27)

where �4(sk; zk) is any two-step iterative formula of order four. The constants

d1; d2; d3 and d4 are determined using the following conditions.

L(sk) = f(sk); L(wk) = f(wk); L(tk) = f(tk); L(zk) = f(zk):
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In 2015, Cordero and Torregrosa in [20], presented an optimal three-step

derivative-free root �nding method of order eighth. They used the approxi-

mation f 0(sk) � f [sk; sk + f(sk)
3] in the root �nding method of Sharma et

al. [100]. Following is their root �nding method:

vk = sk + f(sk)
3; k � 0;  2 Rnf0g;

wk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; vk]
; � 2 R;

tk = wk �
f(wk)

f [sk; vk]

f(sk) + �f(wk)

f(sk) + (� � 2)f(wk)
;

sk+1 = sk �
(A+B + C)f(sk)

Af [tk; sk] +Bf [vk; sk] + Cf [wk; sk]
; (1.28)

where, A = f(sk � wk)(sk)f(wk); B = (wk � tk)f(wk)f(tk) and C = (tk �

sk)f(tk)f(sk). The e¢ ciency index of optimal three-step eighth order methods

given above is 81=4 � 1:6857 which is higher than the e¢ ciency index of

optimal fourth order methods.

Optimal four-step root �nding methods

In 2012, Sharma et al. [100] proposed optimal three- and four-step root

�nding methods based on rational interpolating polynomials, with optimal

order of convergence 8 and 16 respectively. The third and fourth steps of

their iterative scheme are given as:

wk = sk �
A+B + C

Af [zk; sk] +Bf 0(sk) + Cf [yk; sk]
f(sk);

sk+1 = sk �
A1f [zk; yk] +B1f [sk; yk] + Cf [wk; yk]

A1T +B1U +RV
f(sk); (1.29)

where yk and zk are second and fourth order iterative schemes respectively,

whereA = (sk�yk)f(sk)f(yk); B = (yk�zk)f(yk)f(zk); C = (zk�sk)f(sk)f(zk); A1 =

(sk � wk)f(sk)f(wk); B1 = (wk � zk)f(wk)f(zk); T = f(yk)f [sk;zk]�f(zk)f [sk;yk]
yk�zk ;

U = f(yk)f
0(sk)�f(sk)f [sk;yk]

yk�sk ; V = f(yk)f [sk;wk]�f(wk)f [sk;yk]
yk�wk :

In 2014, Soleymani et al. [107] presented an optimal four-step root �nding

method of order sixteen. First three steps in this formula are any optimal

eighth order scheme and at the fourth step, a rational interpolant is used to
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approximate the derivative arising in the Newton�s scheme. Their scheme is

given as follows:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

zk = yk �
f(sk)

f(sk)� 2f(tk)
f(tk)

f 0(sk)
;

wk = zk �
�
1 +

f(zk)

f(sk)

�
f [sk; tk]f(zk)

f [zk; tk]f [sk; zk]
;

sk+1 = wk �
f(wk)

Lk
;

(1.30)

where, Lk = [f 0(sk) + 2d3(wk � sk) + (3d4 + d3d5)(wk � sk)
2 + 2d4d5(wk �

sk)
3]=((1 + d5(wk � sk))

2);

d5 = (f [zk;sk]WT (wk�tk)+Z(f [wk;sk](tk�zk)T�f [tk;sk](zk�wk)W )�(wk�tk)(wk�zk)(tk�zk)f 0(sk))
(TZ((zk�tk)f(wk)+(wk�zk)((wk�tk)(tk�zk)f(sk)+WZf(tk))+WT ((tk�wk)f(zk)) ;

d2 = f 0(sk) + f(sk)d5; T = tk � sk; Z = zk � sk; W = wk � sk:

d4 = (zk�sk)f [tk;sk]+(sk�tk)f [zk;sk]+(tk�zk)d2+((zk�sk)f(tk)+(sk�tk)f(zk))d5
(sk�tk)(sk�zk)(tk�zk) ;

d3 = f [wk; sk; sk] + f [wk; sk]d5 � (wk � sk)d4:

Again in 2014, Zafar et al. [123], developed an optimal sixteenth order

convergent four-point root �nding method based on Hermite interpolation as

follows:

yk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk �
�
1 +

f(yk)

f(sk)

�2
f(yk)

f 0(sk)
;

uk = zk �
f(zk)

H 0
3(zk)

;

sk+1 = uk �
f(uk)

H 0
4(uk)

; (1.31)

where,

H 0
3(z) = f [z; s]

�
2 +

z � s

z � y

�
� (z � s)2

(y � s)(z � y)
f [y; s] + f

(z � y)

(y � s)
;

H 0
4(u) = f [u; z] + (u� z)f [u; z; y] + (u� z)(u� y)[u; z; y; s]

+(u� z)(u� y)(u� s)[u; z; y; s; 2] (1.32)
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and

[u; z; y; s; 2] =
1

(u� s)2(u� y)
(f [u; z]� f [z; y])

� 1

(u� s)2(z � s)
(f [z; y]� f [y; s])� 1

(u� s)(z � s)2
(f [z; y]� f [y; s])

+
1

(u� s)(z � s)(y � s)
(f [y; s]� f 0(sk)):

General families of k�step root �nding methods

In 1974, Kung-Traub [61] generalized family for a given initial guess s0 is

given by:

wk;0 = �0(f)(sk) = sk; yk;�1 = ��1(f)(sk) = sk + f(sk); k � 0;
...

wk;j = �j(f)(s) = Qj(0); j = 1; : : : ;m; for m 2 N;

sk+1 = yj;m = �m(f)(sj); (1.33)

where, Qj(t) is jth degree inverse interpolating polynomial such thatQj(f(sk;j)) =

sk;i; i = �1; 0; : : : ; r � 1:

In 2011, Zheng et al. [128] proposed an k�step family of root �nding

methods for a given initial approximation s0, given as follows:

si;0 = si; si;1=si;0+�if(si;0); i � 0;

si;2 = sk;0 �
f(si;0)

f [si;0;si;1]
;

si;3 = si;2 �
f(si;1)

f [si;2;si;0]+f [si;2;si;0;si;1](si;2�si;0)
;

...

si;k = si;k�1 �
f(si;k�1)

zk�1
;

(1.34)

where zk�1 = f [si;k�1;si;k�2]+
k�1P
k=1

f [si;k�1; : : : ;si;k�2�k]
kQ

m=1

(si;k�1�si;k�m�k):
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Root �nding methods for solving system of nonlinear equations

Newton�s iterative method to solve systems of nonlinear equations is described

as follows [115]:

S(k+1) = S(k) � F0(S(k))�1F(S(k)); (1.35)

where F0(S(k)) is the Jacobian.

Khairullah et al. [58] extended the Jarratt�s method [51] to �nd roots of

systems of nonlinear equations as follows:

Z(k) = S(k) � 2
3
F(S(k))�1F(S(k)); k � 0;

S(k+1) = S(k)�F0(S(k))�1F(S(k))

�
h
I�2

3
(3F0(Z(k))� F0(S(k)))�1(F0(Z(k))� F0(S(k)))

i
;

Babajee et al. [6] extended the optimal fourth order Jarratt type root �nding

method given by (1.27) for the multivariate case as follows:

Z(k) = S(k) � 2
3
F(S(k))�1F(S(k)); k � 0

S(k+1) = S(k)�A1(S(k))�1F(S(k))

�(I� (1=4)(� (S(k))� I) + (3=4)(� (S(k))� I)2); (1.36)

where I is an identity matrix and

� (S(k)) = F0(S(k))�1F0(S(k) � (2=3)W(S(k)));

A1(S
(k)) = (1=2)(F0(S(k)) + F0(Z(k)));

W(S(k)) = F0(S(k))�1F(S(k)):

Root �nding methods with-memory for �nding simple roots

The �rst root �nding method with-memory was presented by Traub [115] as

a modi�cation of the Ste¤ensen�s scheme (1.18). Traub used an accelerating
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parameter �k in Ste¤ensen�s method and proposed the following root �nding

scheme with-memory:

wk = sk + �kf(sk); k � 0;

sk+1 = sk �
f(sk)

f [wk; sk]
; �k+1 = �

1

P 01(sk)
; (1.37)

where P1(sk) = (s � sk)f [sk; wk] + f(sk) and �0, s0 are given. The formula

(1.37) has order of convergence 2:41; which is higher than order of Ste¤ensen�s

method i.e. 2. A large number of root �nding derivative free methods with-

memory are developed on the basis on the above formula (1.37) for example

see; [69,97,128].

In 2015, Cordero et al. [21] proposed a family of two-step methods with-

memory using two parameters by modifying a fourth order convergent root

�nding method without-memory of Zheng et al. [128]. Their root �nding

scheme is given as follows:

wk = sk + �kf(sk); �k = �
1

P 03(sk)
; k � 0;

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [wk; sk] + �kf(wk)
; �k = �

P 004 (wk)

2P 04(wk)
;

sk+1 = tk �
f(tk)

f [sk; wk; tk](tk � sk) + f [tk; sk]
; (1.38)

where, P3 and P4 are third and fourth degree Newton�s interpolation poly-

nomials. The R-order of convergence of the above root �nding method with-

memory (1.38) is 7 using three function evaluations and thus its e¢ ciency

index is 1:913.

Again in 2015, Lot� et al. [70] de�ned the following root �nding method
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with-memory using three parameters, for given values of s0; �0; �0 and �0:

wk = sk + �kf(sk); �k = �
1

P 04(sk)
; k � 0;

tk = sk �
�
1 + �k

f(wk)

f [sk;wk]

�
f(sk)

f [sk;wk]
; �k =

P 005 (wk)

2P 05(wk)
;

�k = �1
4

P 006 (uk)
2

P 06(uk)
+
1

6
P 0006 (uk);

sk+1 = yk �
(Ek + (Ek � 1)4)f(tk)

f [sk; tk] + �k(tk � sk)(tk � wk)
; (1.39)

where, Ek =
f [sk;wk]
f [tk;wk]

and P4(t); P5(t) and P6(t) are Newton interpolating poly-

nomials of degree four, �ve and six respectively that pass through the iteration

points already saved in the computer memory. The R-order of convergence of

the formula (1.39) is 7:77 and thus the e¢ ciency index is 1:98.

Iterative methods without memory for �nding multiple roots

The �rst iterative method to �nd multiple roots of nonlinear equations was

de�ned by Schröder [93] as a variant of the Newton�s method as follows:

sk+1 = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0: (1.40)

The Newton�s method given by (1.17) is linearly convergent only for �nding

the multiple roots, while the above scheme (1.40) is second order convergent

for multiple roots for the known multiplicity l of the multiple root.

Some variants of the Schröder�s method (4.47) to approximate multiple

roots of known multiplicity have been presented in recent years. Among them,

lot of the methods are third and fourth order convergent, for example, see;

[32,33,66,73,102,130,131].

In 2010, Sharma and Sharma [102] modi�ed the optimal fourth order Jar-

ratt�s method [51] for �nding multiple roots as follows:

zk = sk �
2l

2 + l

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk �
l

8

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
 ; (1.41)
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where  = (l3 � 4l+ 8)� (l+ 2)2( l
l+2
)l f

0(sk)
f 0(yk)

(2(l� 1)� (l+ 2)( l
l+2
)l f

0(sk)
f 0(zk)

) and

l is the known multiplicity of the required root:

In 2010, Li et al. [66] also proposed the following optimal fourth order

multiple root �nding scheme:

wk = sk �
2l

2 + l

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk � d1
f(sk)

f 0(wk)
� f(sk)

c1f 0(sk) + c2f 0(wk)
; (1.42)

where, d1 = �1
2

l(l�2)(l+2)3( l
l+2

)l

(l3�4l+8) ; c1 = � (l3�4l+8)2
l(l2+2l�4)3 ; c2 =

l2(l3�4l+8)( l+2
l
)l

(l2+2l�4)3 .

In 2011, Zhou et al. [130] developed a family of optimal fourth order mul-

tiple root �nding methods for the known multiplicity l; given as follows:

wk = sk �
2l

2 + l

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk �H

�
f 0(wk)

f 0(sk)

�
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; (1.43)

where H(�) 2 C2(R) satis�es H(u) = l; H 0(u) = �1
4
l3�l(2 + l)l and H 00(u) =

1
4
l4( l

2+l
)�2l and u = ( l

2+l
)l�1:

In 2013, Zhou et al. [131] also proposed another family of optimal fourth

order multiple root �nding methods as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)

sk+1 = wk � lG (sk)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; (1.44)

where sk = (
f(wk)
f(sk)

)
1
l and G(�) 2 C2(R) satisfy the following conditions:

G(0) = 0;G0(0) = 1;G00(0) = 4;G000(0) < +1:

A particular method of their scheme is given as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0:

sk+1 = wk � l

�
f(wk)

f(sk)

� 1
l

"
2

�
f(wk)

f(sk)

� 1
l

+ 1

#
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
: (1.45)
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In 2015, Geum et al. [32] proposed a class of non-optimal two-step methods

of convergence order six for �nding multiple zeros as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; l > 1;

sk+1 = zk � T (uk; sk)
f(wk)

f 0(wk)
; (1.46)

where uk = l

q
f(wk)
f(sk)

; sk =
l�1
q

f 0(wk)
f 0(sk)

and where T : C2 ! C2 is holomorphic in

a neighborhood of (0; 0). A particular case of their family is given as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; l > 1;

sk+1 = wk � l
f(wk)

f 0(wk)

�
1� 4uksk + 2(l � 1)(uk � sk) + s2k

�
: (1.47)

In 2016, Geum et al. [33] de�ned another family of non-optimal three-step

sixth order multiple root �nding methods as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)

vk = wk � lT (dk)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; l � 1

sk+1 = vk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
R(dk;sk); (1.48)

where, dk = l

q
f(wk)
f(sk)

; sk =
l

q
f(vk)
f(sk)

and T : C ! C and R : C2 ! C2 are

holomorphic in the neighborhoods of 0 and (0; 0) respectively. A special case

of the above scheme (1.48) is given as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; l � 1;

vk = wk � l
�
1 + dk + 2d

2
k

� f(sk)
f 0(sk)

;

sk+1 = vk � l
�
1 + dk + 2d

2
k + (1 + 2dk)sk

� f(sk)
f 0(sk)

: (1.49)

The above families (1.46) and (1.48) possess convergence order six using four

function evaluations and e¢ ciency index 1:56 and thus, are non-optimal.

Moreover, another drawback of the scheme (1.46) is that it fails for the case

of �nding simple roots (i.e. l = 1).
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In 2017, Behl et al. [8] proposed the �rst family of optimal eighth order

multiple root �nding methods given as follows:

zk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; l � 1;

vk = zk � hkR(uk)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = vk � hkjkT (uk; jk)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; (1.50)

where R : C! C and T : C2! C2 are analytic in neighborhoods of (0) and

(0; 0) respectively, with hk =
�
f(zk)
f(sk)

� 1
l
; uk =

hk
d1+d2uk

and jk =
�
f(vk)
f(zk)

� 1
l
where,

d1 and d2 are non-zero free parameters

In 2017, another family of optimal eighth order multiple root �nding meth-

ods has been proposed by Zafar et al. [126] as follows:

wk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; l � 1;

vk = wk � luk
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
H(uk);

sk+1 = vk � uktk(d1 + d2uk)P (tk)G(wk)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; (1.51)

where, P : C! C; G : C! C and H : C! C are analytic weight functions in

the neighborhood of 0 with uk =
�
f(wk)
f(sk)

� 1
l
; tk =

�
f(vk)
f(wk)

� 1
l
and wk =

�
f(vk)
f(sk)

� 1
l

and d1; d2 2 R.

Recently, in 2018, Behl et al. [7] developed another optimal eighth-order

method for multiple zeros of known multiplicity l � 1 given as follows:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk � lu
f(sk)

f 0(sk)

1 + �u

1 + (� � 2)u; � 2 R

sk+1 = zk � uv
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
(�1 + (1 + �2v)Pf (u)

where u = l

s
f(yk)

f(sk)
; v = l

s
f(zk)

f(yk)
(1.52)

where, the weight functions Pf : C ! C are analytic in the neighbourhood

and �1; �2 2 R are two free disposable parameters.
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In 2018, another optimal three-point scheme is proposed by Zafar et al.

[122] recently for multiple zeros of known multiplicity l � 1, given as follows:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk � lunG(un)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = zk � lunH(un; tn; wn)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

where un = l

s
f(yk)

f(sk)
; tn =

l

s
f(zk)

f(yk)
and wn =

l

s
f(zk)

f(sk)
: (1.53)

1.4 Dynamics of root �nding methods

A di¤erent approach to get a deep insight of the stability, reliability and

signi�cant information about root �nding iterative methods with respect to

graphical interface can be obtained by using basins of attraction or dynami-

cal planes of the associated rational function when applied for the solution of

nonlinear equation f(s) = 0 with f : C ! C : Arther Caley in 1879 is �rst

who demonstrate that knowing only the roots of function is not su¢ cient but

another question is that are all initial guessconverges to one root or di¤erent

roots and which initial guess converge to which root and information about

those initial guess for which the iteration function shows no convergence. Af-

ter 39 years this question was addressed by Gaston Julia in 1918. The set of

all starting points z0 which are attracted to the root � of the function f is the

basin of attraction corresponding to the root �: He discussed all these with

reference to Newton�s method in �The Newton�Fourier imaginary problem�.

So for the visualization about the behavior of iteration function for di¤erent

starting points. The attraction basin which also known as region of conver-

gence is a fruitful technique in this regard. This technique is used by di¤erent

researchers [4,8,13,104,105,112,123,126]. The study of root �nding methods

in terms of their dynamics also play very important role to understand the
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regions of their convergence. Amat et al. [4], in 2004 analyzed the dynamics

of the di¤erent root �nding methods like Newton�s method, Newton�s method

for multiple roots, Jarratt�s method, super Halley method and Whittaker�s

method and obtained their conjugacy classes. In 2009, Susanto [112] used

�Polynomiography�to locate the presence and position of the convergent re-

gions and their basins of attraction. Chun et al. [13] in 2012 presented an

optimal fourth order Jarratt type method with its dynamical behaviour for

second and third degree complex polynomials. In 2013, Chicharro et al. [12]

and Soleymani et al. [104, 105], Zafar et al. [123] in 2014 and in 2017 Behl

et al. [8] and Zafar et al. [126] have given the fractal behavior, basins of at-

traction and dynamical planes to observe the graphical visualization of root

�nding methods.

In this thesis, we consider two di¤erent techniques using the computer

software Matlab as described below:

Technique 1:

We create a mesh of 1000� 1000 in a rectangle D = [�2; 2]� [�2; 2]: We

compute at most 30 iterations and error bound is �xed to 10�5: If the iterative

method generated a sequence towards the root of function with the condition�s

stated above, that initial point is included in the basin of attraction for this

root. This root has been given a colour which is pre assigned for this root.

Technique 2:

In this technique a red colour is assigned to each initial guess depending

upon to the number of iterations for a method to converge to any root of

given function. The number of iterations is limit to 25 and stopping crite-

ria is jf(sk)j � 10�5 for convergence. Lack of convergence to any root or

convergence to in�nity is depicted by black colour.
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1.5 Thesis overview

The main aim of this study is to investigate, introduce some new multipoint

root �nding methods using di¤erent techniques such as rational interpolation,

free parameters and weight functions and to improve the existing techniques

for determining simple as well as repeated roots of nonlinear equations. Some

new families of optimal multipoint methods to �nd simple roots of nonlinear

equations as well as to solve system of nonlinear equations that satisfy Kung-

Traub�s conjecture [61], are proposed in this thesis. Some new root �nding

methods with-memory are presented in this thesis that are highly e¢ cient to

obtain approximations of better accuracy. Moreover, we have proposed a new

family of multiple root �nding methods of optimal order eighth. In addition,

we study the comparison of new and existing root �nding methods in terms of

numerical experiments and dynamical planes. Numerical results are given by

taking several real world problems including all kinds of nonlinear functions.

The comparison of dynamical behavior of root �nding methods is done by

using the idea of basins of attraction.

This thesis consists of seven chapters together with the current chapter.

Chapter 2 includes a new family of optimal fourth order iterative methods

to �nd simple roots of nonlinear equations and its extension to solve systems of

nonlinear equations. In Section 2.1, the development and convergence analysis

of the new family based on weighted mean approach is presented. In Section

2.2, we present the extension of a special case of the family proposed in Section

2.1 for solving systems of nonlinear equations. Section 2.3 contains some

known fourth order root �nding methods. Section 2.4 and 2.5 contain the

comparison of new methods with existing methods of similar kind and their

computational cost. Numerical results are presented using di¤erent nonlinear

equations. In Section 2.6, the visual comparison of di¤erent iterative methods

is also shown by using the technique of basins of attraction and the concluding

remarks are given in the Section 2.7.
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Chapter 3 contains two new families of eighth order derivative-free without-

memory methods to solve nonlinear equations. The worth of these methods

lies under the fact that they are optimal according to the sense of Kung

and Traub�s hypothesis and are extendable to highly e¢ cient schemes (with-

memory methods).

In Section 3.1, we de�ne the procedure of the construction of derivative

free methods without memory extendable to with-memory. In Section 3.2, two

new families of optimal 8th order derivative-free without-memory root �nding

methods along with their convergence analysis are presented. Section 3.3 and

3.4 present some particular members of the new families and the numerical

results respectively. Numerical comparisons of the new optimal eighth order

methods are done with existing iterative methods of same kind. In Section

3.5, comparison of the dynamical planes is presented by drawing regions of

convergence of di¤erent methods for three di¤erent polynomials. Section 3.6

provides the concluding remarks.

In Chapter 4, we give optimal general families of without derivative

n�step without-memory iterative schemes based on rational and Hermite in-

terpolations that satisfy the conjecture of Kung and Traub [61].

In Section 4.1, the development of a general n�step family of root �nd-

ing methods without-memory based on rational interpolation along its special

cases and analysis of convergence is presented. The section 4.1.1 gives the

comparison of the proposed families of without memory methods with the ex-

isting iterative methods in terms of numerical results and basins of attraction.

In Section 4.2, we develop optimal two-, three-, four- and n�point with-

derivative methods based on Hermite interpolation and discuss their conver-

gence analysis. We then, transform the new optimal with-derivative methods

into derivative free ones by using an approximation of the �rst derivative.

Numerical results and conclusions are presented in the Section 4.2.5 and 4.3

respectively.
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In Chapter 5, we establish some e¢ cient iterative schemes with-memory

for the solution of nonlinear equations. Section 5.1 includes the development

and convergence analysis of the new root �nding methods with-memory as

the extensions of the methods without-memory presented in Chapter 3. In

Section 5.1.1, numerical results are presented.

Section 5.2 presents an n�point without derivative with-memory root �nd-

ing technique. This scheme is an extension of the n�point (n�step) optimal

derivative-free family of without-memory schemes presented in Chapter 4.

Numerical results and conclusions are given in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.3

respectively.

Chapter 6 consists of an optimal eighth order method for �nding multiple

roots with known multiplicity of the multiple root. Section 6.1 includes the

development and convergence analysis of the family of multiple root �nders.

Some special cases of weight functions are given in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3

presents the performance of some of the special cases of the proposed family

by carrying out some numerical tests and comparing the results with existing

method for multiple roots of similar kind. In Section 6.4, the new and existing

multiple root �nding methods are compared by drawing the dynamical planes

in the complex plan. Section 6.5 presents the conclusions.

Finally, the summary of this thesis, research publications and future work

are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

A Family of Optimal 4th Order Root

Finding Methods Based On Weighted

Mean Approach

In this chapter, we propose a new family of optimal fourth order iterative

methods to �nd simple roots of nonlinear equations and extend a special case

of the new family to solve system of nonlinear equations. Construction of the

family is based on weighted mean approach. For the sake of comparison of new

methods with existing methods of similar kind, numerical results are presented

using di¤erent nonlinear equations. Comparison of di¤erent iterative methods

is also shown by using basins of attraction technique.

2.1 Development of the family and its convergence analy-

sis

A family of optimal two-point scheme was given by Jarratt [51] in 1966 by:

sk+1 = sk �
�
1� 3

2

f 0(yk)� f 0(sk)

3f 0(yk)� f 0(sk)

�
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0; (2.1)

where

yk = sk �
2

3

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
:
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Order of the convergence of scheme (2.1) is four and needs two �rst derivative

evaluations on f 0 and one function evaluation on f .

In order to make two steps scheme, the �rst step kept same as Jarratt�s

method (2.1) and second step involves function evaluation at a mid point with

a combination of two weight functions given as follows:

yk = sk � �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = sk � [H( k)� T (�k)]
f(sk)

f 0(zk)
; (2.2)

where, zk =
sk+yk
2
; �k =

f(sk)

f 0 (sk)
,  k =

f
0
(zk)

f 0 (sk)
and T (�k) and H( k) repre-

sent real valued weight functions chosen such that new scheme (2.2) achieves

optimal fourth order convergence. The following theorem shows analysis of

convergence of the new scheme (2.2).

Theorem 2.1 Let f : I � R! R be a di¤erentiable function of appropriate

degree in the neighborhood of the simple root � of f in the interval I. Then,

for � = 4
3
; the new iterative scheme (2.2) is fourth order convergent if the

following conditions hold:

H(1) = 1; H
0
(1) =

1

4
; H

00
(1) =

3

4
;
���H 000

(1)
��� <1;

T (0) = 1; T
0
(0) = T

00
(0) = 0;

���T 000
(0)
��� <1; (2.3)

with the error equation given by:

ek+1 =

�
7

3
d32 � d2d3 +

1

9
d4 +

32

81
H

000
(1)d32 �

1

6
T
000
(0)

�
e4k +O(e5k): (2.4)

Proof. Let ek = sk� � be the error of kth computing step. Using Taylor�s

series expansion of f(sk) around the root �, we get:

f(sk) = f
0
(�)(ek + d2e

2
k + d3e

3
k + d4e

4
k) +O(e5k); (2.5)

where, dj =
f (j)(�)

j!f
0
(�)
; j � 2: The �rst derivative involved in �rst step of

scheme(2.2) can be computed as:

f
0
(sk) = f

0
(�)(1 + 2d2ek + 3d3e

2
k + 4d4e

3
k) +O(e4k): (2.6)
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Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) in step one of (2.2), the Taylor�s series expansions

of yk and zk and f
0
(zk) are given as:

yk = � + (1� �)ek + �d2e
2
k � �(�2d3 + 2d22)e3k

��(d2(�3d3 + 4d22)� 3d4 + 4d2d3 + 2(3d3 � 4d22)d2)e4k +O(e5k);

zk = � + (1� 1
2
�)ek +

1

2
�d2e

2
k �

1

2
�(�2d3 + 2d22)e3k �

1

2
�(d2(�3d3 + 4d22)

�3d4 + 4d2d3 + 2(3d3 � 4d22)d2)e4k +O(e5k)

f
0
(zk)= 1 + 2d2(1�

1

2
�)ek + (�d

2
2 + 3d3(1�

1

2
�)2e2k + (3d3(1�

1

2
�)�d2

�d2�(�2d3 + 2d22) + 4d4(1�
1

2
�)3))e3k + (3d3(�(1�

1

2
�)�(�2d3 + 2d22) +

1

4
�2d22)

+6d4(1�
1

2
�)2�d2)� d2�(d2(�3d3 + 4d22)�3d4 + 4d2d3 + 2(3d3 � 4d22)d2)

(2.7)

+5d5(1�
1

2
�)4)e4k +O(e5k):

In the similar manner, for the second step of (2.2), we have:

 k= 1 + (�2d2 + 2d2(1�
1

2
�))ek + (�3d3 + 4d22 + �d22 + 3d3(1�

1

2
�)2

�4d22(1�
1

2
�))e2k + (2d2(1�

1

2
�)(�3d3 + 4d22) + 3d3(1�

1

2
�)�d2

�d2�(�2d3 + 2d22) + 4d4(1�
1

2
�)3 � 2(�d22 + 3d3(1�

1

2
�)2)d2 (2.8)

�4d4 + 6d2d3 + 2(3d3 � 4d22)d2)e3k) +O(ek)
4

Again using Taylor�s expansion we obtain:

H( k) = H(1)� 2H 0
(1)�d2ek + (6H

0
(1)�d22 � 6H

0
(1)�d3 (2.9)

+3H
0
(1)�2d3 + 2H

0
(1)�2d22)e

2
k + � � �+O(e5k):

By using (2.6) and (2.7) we get:

�k = ek � d2e
2
k + (�2d3 + 2d22)e3k + (d2(�3d3 + 4d22)

�3d4 + 4d2d3 + 2(3d3 � 4d22)d2)e4k +O(e5k):
(2.10)
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Expanding Taylor�s series of T ('k) about zero, we get:

T (�k) = T (0) + T
0
(0)ek + (�T

0
(0)d2 +

1
2
T
00
(0))e2k+

� � �+O(e5k):
(2.11)

Substituting � = 4
3
; using (2.3),(2.5),(2.7),(2.9)and (2.11) in (2.2) and we

have:

sk+1 = �+

�
7

3
d32 � d2d3 +

1

9
d4 +

32

81
H

000
(1)d32 �

1

6
T
000
(0)

�
e4k +O(e5k); (2.12)

which gives the following error equation showing new scheme (2.2) has optimal

fourth order convergence:

ek+1 = (
7
3
d32 � d2d3 +

1
9
d4 +

32
81
H

000
(1)d32 � 1

6
T
000
(0))e4k

+O(e5k):
(2.13)

2.2 Extension of the family for multivariate case and

its convergence analysis

Now, we extend the new family of optimal methods (2.2) for solving systems

of nonlinear equations. We de�ne the following weight functions satisfying

the conditions of Theorem 1.

H( k) = 1 +
1

4

�
f
0
(zk)

f 0 (sk)
� 1
�
+
3

8

�
f
0
(zk)

f 0 (sk)
� 1
�2

; (2.14)

T (�k) = 1:

Using the above weight functions, we get a new optimal fourth order method

as a special case of the family (2.2):

yk = sk �
4

3

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = sk �
" 
1 +

1

4

�
f
0
(zk)

f 0 (sk)
� 1
�
+
3

8

�
f
0
(zk)

f 0 (sk)
� 1
�2!#

f (sk)

f 0 (zk)

(2.15)
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where zk =
sk+yk
2
:

Let A0 � D, where A0 represents an open convex neighborhood of S0

and F : D � Rk ! Rk be su¢ ciently Fréchet di¤erentiable in A0, S(k) be

approximate root of the exact rootW and E(k) = S(k)�W: The kth derivative

of F at h 2 Rk; h � 1; is an k�linear function F (k)(h) : R(k)�R(k)�:::�R(k) !

R(k) so that F (k)(S(k))h 2 Rk.

Now, the iterative family (2.2) can be extended to nonlinear systems as

follows:

S(k+1)= S(k)�
�
(I +

1

4
(�(S(k))�I)+3

8
(�(S(k))� I)2)

�
�F 0

(Z(k))�1F (S(k)); (2.16)

where,

Y (k)(S) = S(k) � (4
3
)[F

0
(S(k))]�1F (S(k));

�(S(k)) = [F
0
(S(k))]�1F

0
(Z(k));

I represents the k�k identity matrix and F (S(k)) = (f1(s1); f2(s2); :::; fk(s2)).

The following terminologies are de�ned in [78]:

[F
0
(S(k))hk]T = kTS(S(k))h (2.17)

and

[F
00
(S(k))hk]T = (kTS1(S

(k))h; kTS2(S
(k))h; :::; kTSm(S

(k))h);

where S1(s); :::;Sm(s) denotes the Hessian matrices for f1; :::; fm.

Thus, Taylor�s series expansion for k�dimension case can be written as:

F (S(k)) = F
0
(W)[E(k) + d2(E

(k))2 + d3(E
(k))3 + d4(E

(k))4] +O((E(k))5);

where

dk =
1

k!
[F

0
(S0)]

�1F (k)(S0); F
0
(S0)

is continuous and non-singular and S(0) is closer toW: By using above Taylor�s

expansion, the following result can be proved.
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Theorem 2.2 Let A0 be a convex set containing the root W of F (S) = 0

and F : D � Rk ! Rk; be four-times Fréchet di¤erentiable in A0 which has

continuous and non-singular Jacobian matrix in D: Then, the newly developed

method (2.16) has order of convergence four.

Proof. Let nonlinear system F (S) = 0 has solution W and S(0) is con-

sidered as initial in the neighbourhood of W then by Taylor series expansion

of F (S(k)) about W; we get:

F (S(k)) = F
0
(W)[E(k) + d2(E

(k))2 + d3(E
(k))3 + d4(E

(k))4] +O((E(k))5);

(2.18)

and

F
0
(S(k)) = F

0
(W) [I + 2d2(E

(k)) + 3d3(E
(k))2 + 4d4(E

(k))3] +O((E(k))4);

(2.19)

where dk = 1
k!
[F

0
(W)]�1F (k)(W); k � 2 and E(k) = S(k) �W:

We compute,h
F

0
(S(k))

i�1
= I � 2d2(E(k)) + (4d22 � 3d3)(E(k))2

+(�8d32 + 12d2d3 � 4d4)(E(k))3 +O((E(k))4)

and

F (S(k))

F 0(S(k))
= E(k) � d2(E(k))2 + 2(d22 � d3)(E(k))3

+(�4d32 + 7d2d3 � 3d4)(E(k))4 +O((E(k))5) (2.20)

and using (2.20) we have,

Y (k) =
1

3
(E(k)) +

2

3
d2(E

(k))2 � 4
3
(d22 � d3)(E(k))3

+

�
�14
3
d2d3 +

8

3
d32 + 2d4

�
(E(k))4 +O((E(k))5): (2.21)

Thus, we get:

E(k+1) =

�
7

3
d32 � d2d3 +

1

9
d4

�
(E(k))4 +O(E(k))5 (2.22)
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which shows that the proposed method (2.16) has fourth order convergence.

Z(k) =W+(
1

3
)E(k) +

2

3
d2(E

(k))2+

�
4

3
d3 �

4

3
d22

�
(E(k))3

+

0@ �2
3
d2(�3d3 + 4d22) + 2d4 � 8

3
d2d3

�4
3
(3d3 � 4d22)d2

1A (E(k))4 +O(E(k))5 (2.23)

The Taylor�s series expansion of Jacobian matrix F
0
(Z(k)) is given by:

F
0
(Z(k)) = 1 +

2

3
d2(E

(k)) +

�
4

3
d22 +

1

3
d3

�
(E(k))2

+

�
4

3
d2d3 + 2d2

�
4

3
d3 �

4

3
d22

�
+
4

27
d4

�
(E(k))3 +

�
3d3

�
8

9
d3 �

4

9
d22

�
4 +

8

9
d2d4

+2d2

0@ �2
3
d2 (�3d3 + 4d22) + 2d4 � 8

3
d2d3

�4
3
(3d3 � 4d22)d2) + 5

81
d5

1A1A (2.24)

(E(k))4 +O(E(k))5:

We obtain,

F
0
(Z(k))

F 0(S(k))
= 1� 4

3
d2E

(k)+

�
�3
8
d3 + 4d

2
2

�
(E(k))

2
+(
2

3
d2(4d

2
2 � 3d3)

+
22

3
d2d32d2(

4

32
d3 �

4

3
d22)�

104

27
d4 � 2(

4

3
d22 +

1

3
d3)d2

+2(�4d22 + 3d3)d2)(E(k))3 +O(E(k))4 (2.25)

Using (2.20), (2.24) and (2.25) in second step of (2.16) we attain with fol-

lowing error term.

E(k+1) =

�
7

3
d32 � d2d3+

1

9
d4

�
(E(k))4 +O(E(k))5 (2.26)

which shows that the proposed method (2.16) has fourth order convergence.

2.3 Some known fourth order root �nding methods

In the middle of 20th century, two-point methods having order of convergence

four were developed by King [60], Kung and Traub [61], Ostrowski [82], and
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Jarratt [51]. The methods by Ostrowski, King and Kung-Traub needed two

function evaluations and one evaluation of �rst derivative, whereas, Jarratt�s

method used one function evaluation and two evaluations of �rst derivative.

The very �rst optimal two-point algorithmwas developed by Ostrowski [82]

during the year 1960 given by:

sk+1 = uk � v(sk)

�
1 +

f(sk � v(sk))

[f(sk)� 2f(sk � v(sk))]

�
; k � 0; (2.27)

where uk = sk�v(sk), v(sk) = f(sk)
f 0(sk)

: The order of convergence of above scheme

is four and it needed two function evaluation and one derivative evaluation,

hence fall under the category of optimal methods.

In [56], Khattri and S. Abbasbandy added their contribution using pa-

rameter approach for the development of Jarratt type optimal fourth order

iterative method by using two �rst derivative evaluations at f 0 and one func-

tion evaluation f . A special case of their iterative method is given by:

sk+1 = sk �
h
1 + 21

8

�
f 0(yk)
f 0(sk)

�
� 9

2

�
f 0(yk)
f 0(sk)

�2
+ 15

8

�
f 0(yk)
f 0(sk)

�3 i f(sk)
f 0(sk)

, (2.28)

where yk = sk � 2
3
f(sk)
f 0(sk)

; k � 0:

Soleymani et al. [109] parameter approach is replaced by weight function

in order to develop a class of optimal fourth order Jarratt type methods.

Following scheme is given by them:

sk+1 = sk � [G(�)�H(�)]
2f(sk)

f 0(sk) + f 0(yk)
; k � 0;

� =
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; � =

f 0(yk)

f 0(sk)
(2.29)

where yk = sk� 2
3
f(sk)
f 0(sk)

, H(�) and G(�) represents real valued weight functions

and these weight functions can be chosen in such a way to maintain the order

convergence four for the scheme (2.29). A special case of their method is as
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follows:

yk = sk �
2

3

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk �
2f(sk)

f 0(sk) + f 0(yk)

"
1� 1

4

�
f 0(yk)

f 0(sk)
� 1
�
+
3

4

�
f 0(yk)

f 0(sk)
� 1
�2#

:

(2.30)

Babajee et al. [6] generalized (2.30) for the multivariable case as follows:

S(k+1) = S(k) � (I� (1=4)(� (S(k))� I) + (3=4)(� (S(k))� I)2) (2.31)

�A1(S
(k))�1F(S(k));

where,

A1(S
(k)) = (1=2)(F0(S(k)) + F0(y(k))); (2.32)

� (S(k)) = F0(S(k))�1F0(S(k) � (2=3)U(S(k))); (2.33)

U(S(k)) = F0(S(k))�1F(S(k)) and I is the k � k identity matrix.

Chun. [13] utilized Halley�s technique with an estimate of second order

derivative and weight function approach in the second step of their method

to get a variation of Jarratt type method having fourth order of convergence.

A special case of their scheme is given as follows:

uk = sk �
2

3

f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

sk+1 = sk �
h
9
8

�
f 0(sk)�f 0(uk)

f 0(sk)

�2
+ 3

4
f 0(sk)�f 0(uk)

f 0(sk)
+ 1

i f(sk)
f 0(sk)

: (2.34)

2.4 Numerical tests for univariate functions

In this section, we compare our new optimal fourth order method (2.15)

(SMNF1) with Newton�s method (NM), Khattri�s method [56] (2.28) (KM),

Chun�s method [13] (2.34) (CM) and Solemani�s method (SM) [109] (2.30)

(SM). We use Maple 7 for all the computations. The test functions are

given in Table 2.1 taken from literature. We have used the stopping crite-

rion (jf (sk)j + jsk � � j < 10�800) with a precision of 1000 decimal digits for
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approximating the roots. In Tables 2.2�2.6, k, represent number of iterations,

absolute values of the function is represented by jf (sk)j at approximated root

and the absolute values of the di¤erence between approximated root and the

exact root is denoted by jsk � � j : We �x the number of iterations to be per-

formed as 10.

Table 2.1: Test functions, their roots and initial approximations

Examples Test functions Exact Root s0

2.1 f1(s) = sin 3s+ s cos s w = 0:0000000000000000 0.4

2.2 f2(s) = s+ cos s2 � 1
2

w = �0:4747149936699329 -0.3

2.3 f3(s) = (s+ 2) exp s� 1 w = �0:4428544010023885 -0.47

2.4 f4(s) = sin
�1(s2 � 1)� 1

2
s+ 1 w = 0:5948109683983691 0.80

2.5 f5(s) = s2 exp s� sin s w = 0:0000000000000000 0.22

Table 2.2: Comparison of various iterative schemes for Example 2.1

f1(s) NM KM CM SM SMNF1

k 9 D D D 7

js1 � wj 3:0210�1 2:56� 100 7:0510�1 6:0710�1 3:8010�1

jf1(s1)j 1:075100 1:16100 1:39100 1:46100 1:26100

js2 � wj 9:410�2 3:0100 2:10100 35854:07100 1:4310�3

jf1(s1)j 3:7210�2 2:64100 1:03100 21526:38100 5:6910�3

js3 � wj 2:1310�3 2:11100 95:83100 35853:13 4:1210�12

jf1(s1)j 8:5410�3 1:03100 2:23100 10417:75100 1:6410�11

js4 � wj 2:4310�8 883:95100 95:80100 35853:41100 2:8810��46

jf1(s1)j 9:7410�8 344:38100 8:8110�8 290:79100 1:1510�45

js5 � wj 3:6110�23 884:35100 95:80100 35853:42100 6:9110�183

jf1(s1)j 1:4410�22 1:11100 3:9010�157 1:5510�4 2:7610�182

js6 � wj 1:17100 884:35100 95:80100 35853:42100 2:28100

jf1(s1)j 4:7110�67 5:2110�13 4:5610�635 1:2510�29 9:1510�729

Table 2.3: Comparison of various iterative schemes for Example 2.2
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f2(s) NM KM CM SM SMNF1

k 10 5 5 6 5

js1 � wj 1:1210�2 3:6410�3 8:6710�5 1:1310�3 1:4310�4

jf2(s1)j 1:3610�2 4:4110�3 1:0510�4 1:3710�3 1:2810�3

js2 � wj 6:9910�5 2:0610�14 2:5310�17 2:010�12 1:2610�12

jf2(s2)j 8:4710�5 2:510�14 3:0710�17 2:4310�12 1:5210�12

js3 � wj 2:6710�9 2:1210�55 1:8410�67 1:9810�47 2:5510�48

jf2(s3)j 3:2410�9 2:5810�55 2:2310�67 2:4010�47 3:0910�48

js4 � wj 3:9110�18 2:4110�219 5:2010�268 1:9110�187 4:3010�191

jf2(s4)j 4:7410�18 2:9210�219 6:3110�268 2:3210�187 5:2110�191

js5 � wj 8:3610�36 3:9710�875 0 1:6510�747 0

jf2(s5)j 1:0110�35 4:8210�875 0 2:0010�747 0

js6 � wj 3:8210�71 0 0 0 0

jf2(s6)j 4:6310�71 0 0 0 0

Table 2.4: Comparison of various iterative schemes for Example 2.3

f3(s) NM KM CM SM SMNF1

k 10 5 5 6 5

js1 � wj 1:1210�2 3:6410�3 8:6710�5 1:1310�3 1:4310�4

jf3(s1)j 1:3610�2 4:4110�3 1:0510�4 1:3710�3 1:2810�3

js2 � wj 6:9910�5 2:0610�14 2:5310�17 2:010�12 1:2610�12

jf3(s2)j 8:4710�5 2:510�14 3:0710�17 2:4310�12 1:5210�12

js3 � wj 2:6710�9 2:1210�55 1:8410�67 1:9810�47 2:5510�48

jf3(s3)j 3:2410�9 2:5810�55 2:2310�67 2:4010�47 3:0910�48

js4 � wj 3:9110�18 2:4110�219 5:2010�268 1:9110�187 4:3010�191

jf3(s4)j 4:7410�18 2:9210�219 6:3110�268 2:3210�187 5:2110�191

js5 � wj 8:3610�36 3:9710�875 0 1:6510�747 0

jf3(s5)j 1:0110�35 4:8210�875 0 2:0010�747 0

js6 � wj 3:8210�71 0 0 0 0

jf3(s6)j 4:6310�71 0 0 0 0
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Table 2.5: Comparison of various iterative schemes for Example 2.4

f4(s) NM KM CM SM SMNF1

k 10 7 5 6 6

js1 � wj 1:4510�2 1:0410�2 1:7910�4 1:4110�3 1:4110�3

jf4(s1)j 1:5410�2 1:1010�2 1:8910�4 1:4910�3 1:4910�3

js2 � wj 5:7610�5 1:5810�9 4:8610�17 3:9210�12 3:9210�12

jf4(s2)j 6:010�5 1:6710�9 5:1410�17 4:1510�12 4:1510�12

js3 � wj 8:5410�10 8:2810�37 2:6310�67 2:3710�46 2:3710�46

jf4(s3)j 9:0410�10 8:7710�37 2:7810�67 2:5110�46 3:1710�183

js4 � wj 1:9410�19 6:1610�146 2:2510�268 3:1710�183 3:3510�183

jf4(s4)j 2:0610�19 6:5210�146 2:3910�268 3:3510�187 3:3510�183

js5 � wj 1:0010�38 0:4110�500 0 1:0110�730 1:0110�730

jf4(s5)j 1:0610�38 2:0010�582 0 1:0710�730 1:0710�730

js6 � wj 2:6710�77 4:1410�500 0 0 0

jf4(s6)j 2:8310�77 0 0 0 0

Table 2.6: Comparison of various iterative schemes for Example 2.5
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f5(s) NM KM CM SM SMNF1

k 10 D� D 8 6

js1 � wj 2:0910�1 8:46100 1:57100 6:1110�1 2:4910�1

jf4(s1)j 2:4410�1 8:3610�1 1:51100 7:7710�1 2:9510�1

js2 � wj 1:9610�2 11:00100 1:241011 1:4110�1 4:7010�3

jf4(s2)j 1:9910�2 1:241011 D 1:5710�1 4:7010�3

js3 � wj 3:5310�4 D D 7:9010�4 2:1410�9

jf4(s3)j 3:5310�4 D D 7:9110�4 2:1410�9

js4 � wj 1:2510�7 D D 2:2810�12 9:610�35

jf4(s4)j 1:2510�7 D D 2:2810�12 9:610�35

js5 � wj 1:5610�14 D D 1:0110�730 3:8910�136

jf4(s5)j 1:5610�14 D D 1:5910�46 3:8910�136

js6 � wj 2:4410�28 D D 3:8210�183 9:7210�266

jf4(s6)j 2:4410�28 D D 3:8210�183 9:7210�266

*D stands for divergence

From Tables 2.2-2.6, it is illustrated that our method (SMFN1) is compa-

rable with the recent well known methods for solving nonlinear equations.

2.5 Computational cost and numerical tests for multi-

variate case

We now compare the extended method (2.16) (SMNF2) for solving systems

of nonlinear equations with Newton�s method (NM) , Khattri�s method (KM)

(2.28) and Babajee�s method (BM) (2.31). The numerical results show that

the new method is more e¢ cient and produce approximations of better ac-

curacy. We have used Maple 16 for all the computations. Some known ex-

amples [6] given in Table 2.7 are used for the case of multivariate nonlinear

functions. In case of solving system of equations the stopping criterion is

correct to 500 decimal digits. Table 2.7 consists of test functions along with
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their exact zeros. Table 2.8 shows the comparison of Newton�s method (NM),

fourth order Khattri�s method (KM) (2.28), fourth order Babajee�s method

(BM) (2.31) and the proposed method (2.16) (SMNF2) in terms of number

of iterations, absolute function value and error between two consecutive ap-

proximations. These methods are also compared in terms of arithmetic and

computational cost in Table 2.9.

Table 2.7: Test functions, their exact roots and initial approximation

Numerical example Exact root Initial Approximation

Example 2.7
f = s� y � 19

g = y3

6
� s2 � 17

W =

24 5:000000
6:000000

35 s(0) =

24 5:1
6:1

35

Example 2.8

f = cos y � sin s

g = zs � 1
y

h = exp s� z2

W =

26666664
0:909569

0:661227

1:575834

1:575834

37777775 s(0) =

26664
1:0

0:5

1:5

37775

Example 2.9

f = sy + z(s+ y)

g = wy + z(w + y)

h = ws+ z(w + s)

i = ws+ wy + sy � 1

W =

26666664
0:577350

0:5577350

0:577350

�0:288675

37777775 s(0) =

26666664
0:5

0:5

0:5

�0:2

37777775
Table 2.8: Comparison of various iterative methods for solving system of

nonlinear equations
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Example NM KM BM SMNF2

2.7

Iterations

k S(k) � S(k�1) k1
k F (S(k�1)) k1

7

4:98 10�115

3:31 10�115

5

1:18 10�376

2:13 10�375

4

2:59 10�103

4:64 10�102

4

7:10 10�103

4:64 10�102

2.8

Iterations

k S(k) � S(k�1) k1
k F (S(k�1)) k1

9

6:42 10�108

6:46 10�108

6

2:76 10�210

2:79 10�210

6

1:00 10�299

2:79 10�299

6

1:18 10�356

1:23 10�356

2.9

Iterations

k S(k) � S(k�1) k1
k F (S(k�1)) k1

8

4:40 10�145

4:51 10�145

5

1:30 10�198

1:30 10�198

5

3:49 10�238

4:02 10�238

5

1:02 10�256

1:02 10�256

To see the e¤ectiveness of newly developed iterative schemes for system

of nonlinear equations, we calculate the computational cost. Calculation of

computational cost for solving system of nonlinear equations is entirely di¤er-

ent from calculating classical e¢ ciency index for single nonlinear equations.

For calculating the computational cost following facts are under considera-

tion. The computational cost of the function F (S) is k and computational

cost for Jacobian F 0(S) is k2. Newly developed methods also contains LU

factorization and the solution of linear system of the type, F 0(S(k))�1F (S(k)).

The cost of LU factorization is 2
3
k3and 2k2 in case of matrix vector multi-

plication. Therefore, combined cost of solving (2.16) is 2
3
k3 + 2k2and this

cost is 2k3 + 2k2 in case of matrix-matrix multiplication is involved such as

�(S(k)) = [F 0(S(k)]�1F 0(Z(k)). The cost of computations is also e¤ected by

number of scalar products, matrix products, matrix additions, matrix subtrac-

tions, vector additions, vector subtractions, vector multiplications along with

decomposition of the �rst derivative into LU and the resolution of the trian-

gular linear systems for the methods considered here. Table 2.9 demonstrates

the total cost of computations and number of function evaluations (NOFE)

for execution of fourth order Khattri�s method (KM), fourth order Babajee�s

method (BM), Chun�s method (CM) and proposed method (2.16) (SMNF2).
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From Tables 2.2-2.8, it is illustrated that our method (SMFN2) is com-

parable with the recent well known methods for solving system of nonlinear

equations as well as for univariate non-linear equations. Moreover, Table 2.9

shows that our method (SMFN2) is comparable with the existing methods for

solving system of nonlinear equations in terms of computational cost.

Table 2.9: Comparison of Computational Cost of Various Iterative Methods

Methods Convergence Order NOFE Computational Cost

BM 4 2k2 + k 13
3
k3 + 12k2 + 4k

KM 4 2k2 + k 17
3
k3 + 7k2 + 6k

CM 4 2k2 + k 11
3
k3 + 10k2 + 4k

SMNF2 4 2k2 + k 13
3
k3 + 12k2 + 4k

2.6 Basins of attraction

In this section, we compare the proposed method (2.15) (SMNF1) with the

existing methods NM (1.17), KM (2.28), SM (2.30) and CM (2.34) given

in Section 1.3. We draw basins of attraction by using the related rational

functions of di¤erent iterative root �nding schemes of complex polynomials in

the complex plane.

We take following test problems to draw basins of attraction of di¤erent

methods:

p1(z) = z3 � 1;

having the roots

1:0;�0:5000 + 0:86605i;�0:50000� 86605i;

p2(z) = z4 � 10z2 + 9

with the roots

�3; 3;�1; 1
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and

p3(z) = z5 � 1

with the roots

1:0; 0:3090+0:95105i;�0:8090+0:58778i;�0:8090�0:58778i; 0:30902�0:95105i:

Figures 2.1�2.15 represent the basins of attractions of the methods NM,

KM, SM, CM and SMNF1 for the polynomials p1(z); p2(z) and p3(z). In all

�gures, two types of basins of attraction are presented according to methods

(Technique I and Technique II respectively) described in Section 1.4. The

appearance of darker region shows that the corresponding method consumes

a less number of iterations. It is illustrated that the proposed method SMNF1

has faster convergence and it has wider regions of convergence in comparison

with the basins of NM, KM, SM and CM.

Figure 2.1. Regions of convergence of NM for p1(z)

Figure 2.2. Regions of convergence of KM for p1(z)
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Figure 2.3. Regions of convergence of SM for p1(z)

Figure 2.4. Regions of convergence of CM for p1(z)

Figure 2.5. Regions of convergence of SMNF1 for p1(z)
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Figure 2.6. Regions of convergence of NM for p2(z)

Figure 2.7. Regions of convergence of KM for p2(x)

Figure 2.8. Regions of convergence of SM for p2(z)
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Figure 2.9. Regions of convergence of CM for p2(z)

Figure 2.10. Regions of convergence of SMNF1 for p2(z)

Figure 2.11. Regions of convergence of NM for p3(z)
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Figure 2.12. Regions of convergence of KM for p3(z)

Figure 2.13. Regions of convergence of SM for p3(z)

Figure 2.14. Regions of convergence of CM for p3(z)
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Figure 2.15. Regions of convergence of SMNF1 for p3(z)

2.7 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we developed a new family of optimal fourth order methods

for solving nonlinear equations as well as for solving system of nonlinear equa-

tions. Convergence analysis for both the case is presented to show the optimal

fourth order convergence of the new family. Further, numerical and dynamical

results con�rm the theoretical results established in this chapter. It is con-

cluded from numerical results that presented methods perform better than the

existing methods of similar kind for solving univariate as well as for solving

multivariate nonlinear equations with comparable or less computational cost.
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Chapter 3

Families of Optimal 8th Order Deriva-

tive Free Without Memory Methods

In this chapter, we develop two new families of derivative-free optimal eighth

order methods without-memory to solve nonlinear equations. The worth of

these methods lies under the fact that they belong to the class of optimal

methods by Kung and Traub [61] criteria and are extendable to highly e¢ -

cient schemes (with-memory methods). Numerical experiments and dynam-

ical planes are presented for the assessment of new methods with already

existing methods of same kind.

3.1 Construction of derivative free methods without-

memory extendable to with-memory

In this part our main focus is on the development of optimal derivative free

eighth order without memory methods which can be extended to with-memory

method based on any two-step optimal with derivative method. For this we

use weight function approach at the second step of any optimal two-step with-

derivative method followed by Newton�s method in the third step and further

the �rst derivative arising at each step is computed by using suitable ap-

proximations. In this way the convergence order of the proposed methods
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is preserved and can also be increased by varying the involved free parame-

ters. This increase of convergence order will be discussed in the Chapter 5 by

with-memorization of the free parameters. We consider the following general

optimal two-step method involving �rst derivative of the function

tk = �1(sk); k � 0;

zk = �2(sk; tk); (3.1)

where �1and �2 are real functions such that �1 is the well known Newtons�s

scheme which involves the values f(sk) and f 0(sk) providing the quadratic

convergence of the sequence sk and �2 requires the previously computed values

f(sk), f 0(sk) and the new value f(tk) to give the fourth order convergence.

Based on any two-step with-derivative optimal method like (3.1), we design

a general three-step without-derivative method extendable to with-memory as

follows. We use a weight function s(uk) in the second step of (3.1) and add

another real function �3; (Newton�s method [78]) in the third step. The values

of �rst derivative involved in �1, �2 and �3 are approximated by f [sk; wk] +

qf(wk); f [tk; wk]+ qf(wk)+�(tk�wk)(tk�sk) and f [tk; zk]+f [zk; tk; sk](zk�

tk)+f [zk; tk; sk; wk](zk� tk)(zk�sk)+ t(zk�wk)(zk� tk)(zk�sk) respectively,

where uk =
f(tk)
f(sk)

and the scalars p; q; s and t are freely chosen real parameters.

Hence, we obtain the following general three-step method without any

derivative:

tk = �1(sk; wk); wk = sk + pf(sk); k � 0;

zk = �2(sk; wk; tk);

sk+1 = �3(sk; wk; tk; zk); (3.2)

where �1 is the famous Ste¤ensen�s method [111] employing the values f(sk)

and f(wk), �2 is selected such that it requires the previously calculated values

f(sk), f(wk) and the new value f(tk) preserving the fourth order convergence
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and �3 is chosen such that it uses the already computed values f(sk), f(wk),

f(tk) and the new value f(zk) to provide the optimal eighth order convergence.

3.2 Families of optimal 8th order derivative-free without-

memory root �nding methods

We consider the following optimal fourth order two-step method presented by

King [60],

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = tk �
f(tk)

f 0(sk)

f(sk) + �f(tk)

f(sk) + (��2)f(tk)
; � 2 R: (3.3)

Applying the procedure described in the previous section, we propose the

following optimal eighth order family of without memory methods as a mod-

i�cation of (3.3) with no derivative:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qf(wk)
; wk = sk + pf(sk); k � 0;

zk = tk�v(uk)
f(sk) + �f(tk)

f(sk) + (�� 2)f(tk)
; � 2 R,

� f(tk)

f [tk; wk] + qf(wk) + r(tk � wk)(tk � sk)
;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
; (3.4)

where uk =
f(tk)
f(sk)

; Qk = f [tk; zk] + f [zk; tk; sk](zk � tk)

+f [zk; tk; sk; wk](zk � tk)(zk � sk) + t(zk �wk)(zk � tk)(zk � sk); p; q; r and

t are free parameters. We now state the following theorem by imposing the

conditions on v(uk) to achieve eighth order of convergence for (3.4).

Theorem 3.1 Let f : I � R! R be a adequately di¤erentiable function and

� 2 I is a simple zero of f and I � R is an open interval and the starting

point s0 lies in the neighbourhood of �: Then, the method (3.4) is eighth order
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convergent if the conditions

v(0) = 1; v0(0) = �1; v00(0) = �2; v000(0) = 0 (3.5)

hold, and it possesses the following error equation for all values of p; q; s; t and

�:

ek+1 =
1

d21
(d2 + q)2(1 + pd1)

4(2�q2pd21 + 4�qd2pd
2
1 + 2�d

2
2pd

2
1 + 2d1�q

2

+2d1qd2 + 4d1�qd2 � d1d3 + 2d1d
2
2 + 2d1d

2
2 + s)�

(�t+ d1d4 + sd2 � d2d1d3 + 2d
3
2d1 + 2qd

2
2d1 + 2d1�d

3
2 + 4d1qd

2
2

+2d2d1�q
2 + 2�d32pd

2
1 + 4�qd

2
2pd

2
1 + 2d2�q

2pd21)e
8
k +O(e9k); (3.6)

where, dj =
f (j)(�)
j!f 0(�) ; j � 2:

Proof. Suppose � be a simple zero of a non-linear function f that is

f(�) = 0: Let error ek at the kth step be given as follows:

ek = sk��:

The Taylor�s series expansion of the function f(s) about � is given as follows:

f(sk) = f 0(�)(ek+d2e
2
k+d3e

3
k+d4e

4
k+d5e

5
k+d6e

6
k+d7e

7
k+d8e

8
k)+O(e

9
k); (3.7)

where,

dj =
f (j)(�)

j!f 0(�)
; k � 2;

Again by using the Taylor�s series expansion, we get the error term of wk =

sk + pf(sk) as follows:

ek;w = (1 + pf 0(�))ek + pf 0(�)(d2e
2
k + d3e

3
k + d4e

4
k + d5e

5
k + d6e

6
k + d7e

7
k + d8e

8
k)

+O(e9k); (3.8)

where,

ek;w = wk � �:

Similarly, with the help of Taylor�s series expansion, we can easily obtain the

value of f(wk).
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Hence, the error term of tk given in scheme (3.4) is as follows:

ek;t = (d2 + q)(1 + pf 0(�))e2k + (�2qd2pd1 � 2qd2 � qd2p
2d21 � 2d22pd1 + 2d3

+3pd1d3 + d3p
2d21 � 2d22 � p2d21d

2
2 � q2 � 2q2pd1 � q2p2d21)e

3
k + : : :+O(e9k);

(3.9)

where,

ek;t = tk � �:

Now by applying the conditions (3.5), we obtain the following error term of

zk given in scheme (3.4):

ek;z = � 1

2f 0(�)
(1 + pf 0(�))2(d2 + q)(2q2pf 0(�)2 + v00(0)q2pf 0(�)2

+4pqd2f
0(�)2 + 2v00(0)pqd2f

0(�)2 + 2d22pf
0(�)2

+v00(0)pd22f
0(�)2 + 2q2f 0(�) + f 0(�)v00(0)q2 + 2f 0(�)v00(0)qd2

�2f 0(�)d22 + 2f 0(�)d3 + f 0(�)v00(0)d22 � 2r)e4k + : : :+O(e9k);

where,

ek;z = zk � �:

Again with the help of Taylor�s series, we are able to �nd the expressions of

f(zk) and Qk given in (3.4) easily.

Finally, we obtain the error term which is required as follows:

ek+1 =
1

d21
(d2 + q)2(1 + pd1)

4(2�q2pd21 + 4�qd2pd
2
1 + 2�d

2
2pd

2
1 + 2d1�q

2

+2d1qd2 + 4d1�qd2 � d1d3 + 2d1d
2
2 + 2d1d

2
2 + r)�

(�t+ d1d4 + rd2 � d2d1d3 + 2d
3
2d1 + 2qd

2
2d1 + 2d1�d

3
2 + 4d1qd

2
2

+2d2d1�q
2 + 2�d32pd

2
1 + 4�qd

2
2pd

2
1 + 2d2�q

2pd21)e
8
k +O(e9k): (3.10)

Remark 3.1 We prove the above theorem with the help of the programming

package Maple 16. The above Theorem 3.1 shows that the new family of deriv-

ative free root �nding methods (3.4)has optimal order of convergence eighth
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and has e¢ ciency index 1:68179. Moreover, from the analysis of error (3.4),

we see that we can increase the optimal order signi�cantly with the use of

suitable values of the involved parameters p; q, r and t. For instance, if we

take p = � 1
f 0(�) and q = �d2, then the error equation (3.10) is of the following

form

ek+1 =
d42d

2
3 (�3 � f 0(�)d3) (d2(�3 � f 0(�)d3) + f 0(�)d4 � �4)

f 0(�)2
e14k +O(e15k )

(3.11)

and by selecting r = f 0(�)d3 and t = f 0(�)d4; the resulting iterative scheme

has optimal order of convergence at least sixteenth. Hence, the involving pa-

rameters play a vital job to get the highly e¢ cient root �nding schemes (i.e.

with-memory schemes). Hence, from the error analysis, it is deduced that the

new derivative free family of optimal root �nding methods (3.4) is extendable

to root �nding methods with-memory.

In the similar fashion, we now extend the optimal fourth order without-

memory iterative method of Kung and Traub [61], which is given by:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = tk �
f(tk)

f 0(sk)

1

(1� f(tk)=f(sk))2
: (3.12)

We obtain the following three-step family of optimal eighth order without

memory methods based on (3.12):

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qf(wk)
; wk = sk + pf(sk); k � 0;

zk = tk � v(uk)
1

(1� f(tk)=f(sk))2

� f(tk)

f [tk; wk] + qf(wk) + r(tk � wk)(tk � sk)
;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
; (3.13)

where, p; q; r; t; uk and Qk are same as given in (3.4). The error equation of
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(3.13) is:

ek+1 =
1

d21
(d2 + q)2(1 + pd1)

4(pq2d21 + 2qd2pd
2
1 + pd22d

2
1 + d1q

2

+4qd1d2 � d1d3 + 3d1d
2
2 + r)(�t+ d1d4 + rd2 � d1d2d3 + 3d

3
2d1

+4qd22d1 + q2d2d1 + d32pd
2
1 + 2qd

2
2pd

2
1 + q2d2pd

2
1)e

8
k +O(e9k): (3.14)

In [13], Chun suggested the following fourth order two-step without-memory

method:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = tk �
f(sk)

3

f(sk)3 � 2f(sk)2f(tk)� f(sk)f(tk)2 � 1
2
f(tk)3

f(tk)

f 0(sk)
;(3.15)

We de�ne the following three-step family of optimal eighth order without-

memory methods based on (3.15):

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qf(wk)
; wk = sk + pf(sk);

zk = tk � v(uk)
f(sk)

3

f(sk)3 � 2f(sk)2f(tk)� f(sk)f(tk)2 � 1
2
f(tk)3

�

f(tk)

f [tk; wk] + qf(wk) + r(tk � wk)(tk � sk)
;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
; (3.16)

where, p; q; r; t; uk and Qk are same as given in (3.4). The error equation of

(3.16) is:

ek+1 =
1

d21
(d2 + q)2(1 + pd1)

4(2q2pd21 + 4qd2pd
2
1 + 2d

2
2pd

2
1 + 2d1q

2

+2d1qd2 + d1d3 � r)(t� d1d4 � rd2 + d1d2d3 + 2qd
2
2d1 + 2q

2d2d1

+2d32pd
2
1 + 4qd

2
2pd

2
1 + 2q

2d2pd
2
1)e

8
k +O(e9k): (3.17)
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3.3 Some particular optimal eighth order without-memory

methods

To obtain a special case of the family (3:4), we choose v(uk) such that the

following conditions are met:

v(0) = 1; v0(0) = �1; v00(0) = �2; v000(0) = 0:

For example we chose v(uk) = 1� uk in (3:4), where, uk =
f(tk)
f(sk)

:

Thus, we de�ne another particular optimal eighth order without-memory

method as follows:

NM1-8:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qf(wk)
; wk = sk + pf(sk); k � 2;

zk = tk � (1� uk)
f(sk) + �f(tk)

f(sk) + (�� 2)f(tk)

� f(tk)

f [tk; wk] + qf(wk) + r(tk � wk)(tk � sk)
; � 2 R

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
: (3.18)

Again by using v(uk) = 1 � uk in (3.13), we obtain another optimal eighth

order without-memory method as follows:

NM2-8:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qf(wk)
; wk = sk + pf(sk); k � 0;

zk = tk � (1� uk)
1

(1� f(tk)=f(sk))2

� f(tk)

f [tk; wk] + qf(wk) + r(tk � wk)(tk � sk)
;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
; (3.19)

where uk =
f(tk)
f(sk)

; Qk = f [tk; zk] + f [zk; tk; sk](zk � tk)

+f [zk; tk; sk; wk](zk � tk)(zk � sk) + t(zk �wk)(zk � tk)(zk � sk) and p; q; r

and t are free parameters.
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3.4 Numerical results

In this section, we check the performance of the proposed without-memory

methods by comparing them with some already existing methods of same kind.

We have performed all the numeric computations on programming software

Maple 16. The presented without-memory methods NM1-8 (3.18) and NM2-8

(3.19) are compared with three-step without derivative methods of Soleymani

et al. (SM-8) [108], Thukral (TM-8) [113] and Cordero-Torregrosa (CM-8) [20]

given as follows:

SM-8:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

2

f(wk)� f(sk)
; wk = sk + f(sk);

zk = tk � f(tk)
f [sk; tk]� f [tk; zk] + f [sk; wk]

f [sk; tk]2
; (3.20)

sk+1 = zk � f(zk)
(1 + b3(zk � sk))

2

b1 � b0b3 + 2b2(zk � sk) + b2b3(zk � sk)2
;

where,

b0 = f(sk);

b3 =
wk(f [zk; sk]� f [tk; sk])� f [zk; sk]tk + f [wk; sk](tk � zk) + f [tk; sk]zk

(zk � tk)f(wk) + (wk � zk)f(tk) + (tk � wk)f(zk)
;

b2 =
f [wk; sk]� f [tk; sk] + b3(f(wk)� f(tk))

(wk � tk)
;

b1 = f [wk; sk] + f(wk)b3 � (wk � sk)b2:

TM-8:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

2

f(wk)� f(sk)
; wk = sk + f(sk);

zk = tk � f(tk)
f [sk; wk]

f [sk; tk]f [wk; tk]
;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

f [tk; zk]� f [sk; tk] + f [sk; zk]
��

1� f(zk)

f(wk)

��1 �
1� 2f(tk)

3

f(wk)2f(sk)

��1
; (3.21)
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CM-8:

tk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; zk]
; k � 0; wk = sk + �f(sk)

3;

zk = tk �
f(tk)

f [sk; wk]

f(sk) + �f(tk)

f(sk) + (�� 2)f(tk)
;

sk+1 = sk �
(P +Q+R)f(sk)

Pf [zk; sk] +Qf [wk; sk] +Rf [tk; sk]
; (3.22)

for all values of � and �; � 6= 0, and where, P = f(sk)f(tk)(sk � tk); Q =

f(tk)f(zk)(tk � zk) and R = f(zk)f(sk)(zk � sk).

The numerical computations are performed on Maple 16 software. To

evaluate the computational order of convergence (�) we use the following

formula:

� � log j(sk+1 � �)=(sk � �)j
log j(sk � �)=(sk�1 � �)j :

We have focused �rst three consecutive iterations for the assessment of accu-

racy by using the precision of 1000 signi�cant digits. Table 3:1 display some

nonlinear functions for the sake of comparison of di¤erent root �nding meth-

ods. Table 3:1 also includes exact roots (�) of nonlinear test functions and

initial guesses (s0): Tables 3:2 � 3:8 represents the performance of di¤erent

iterative methods in terms of absolute error in the approximation of the root

(jsk � �j), where "(�i) represents "�10�i. It is illustrated from the numerical

results shown in the Tables 3.2-3.8 that the new derivative free root �nding

methods NM1-8 and NM2-8 provide far better accuracy than the schemes SM-

8 (3.20), TM-8 (3.21) and CM-8 (3.22). For all the compared without-memory

techniques, we have taken p = � = �0:1; � = 0; q = 0:1 and s = t = 0:01 to

initiate the iterative procedure.
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Table 3.1: Nonlinear functions with their roots
Example Nonlinear function Exact zero �

3.1 f1(s) = e�s
2+s+2 � cos(s+ 1) + s3 + 1 �1

3.2 f2(s) = sin(s)� s
100

0

3.3 f3(s) =
1
3s4
� s2 � 1

3s
+ 1 1

3.4 f4(s) = (s� 2)(s6 + s3 + 1)e�s
2

2

3.5 f5(s) = (s� 1)3 � 1 2

3.6 f6(s) = s2 � (2� s)3 1

3.7 f7(s) =
p
s2 + 2s+ 5� 2 sin(s)� s2 + 3 2:331967655:::

Table 3.2: Numeric Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.1

f1(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 4:84(�9) 3:44(�9)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 3:35(�71) 1:96(�72)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 1:77(�568) 2:17(�578)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

Table 3.3: Numerical Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.2

f2(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 1:04(�7) 1:23(�7)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 1:58(�61) 6:43(�61)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 4:53(�492) 3:49(�487)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

Table 3.4: Numerical Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.3

f3(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 1:40(�11) 1:40(�11)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 6:50(�87) 5:51(�87)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 1:35(�689) 3:04(�690)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00
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Table 3.5: Numerical Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.4

f4(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 3:69(�7) 5:16(�7)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 7:59(�52) 3:12(�50)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 2:41(�409) 5:68(�396)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

Table 3.6: Numerical Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.5

f5(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 2:70(�7) 5:91(�7)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 8:72(�54) 1:51(�50)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 1:01(�425) 2:81(�399)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

Table 3.7: Numerical Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.6

f6(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 8:15(�8) 4:89(�8)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 2:64(�65) 1:46(�64)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 3:20(�525) 9:18(�517)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

Table 3.8: Numerical Results of Di¤erent Methods for Example 3.7

f7(s) SM-8 TM-8 CM-8 NM1-8 NM2-8

js1 � �j 4:41(�4) 5:76(�4) 7:20(�6) 1:07(�5) 9:09(�6)

js2 � �j 4:52(�26) 7:38(�26) 3:02(�43) 3:27(�44) 6:12(�45)

js3 � �j 5:45(�202) 5:45(�201) 2:92(�342) 2:41(�352) 2:61(�358)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

From Tables 3.2-3.8, it is illustrated that our methodNM1�8 andNM2�

8 are comparable with the recent well known methods CM�8, TM�8, CM�8

for solving nonlinear equations. Moreover, Table 3.2-3.8 shows that the results

are better than the methods compared.
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3.5 Dynamical planes

This section is dedicated for the comparison of dynamical planes of the it-

erative methods (3.18), (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22) by drawing their regions of

convergence (or basins of attractions) using three di¤erent polynomials give

as follows:

Polynomial Roots

p3(�) = �3 � � 0;�1; 1

p4(�) = �4 � � 0;�0:5� 0:8660i; 1

p5(�) = �5 + 2�� 1 �0:945068� 0:854518i;

0:486389; 0:701874� 0:879697i;

We have chosen the value of all the free parameters as 0.001.

Figure 3.1. Region of Convergence of method (3.20) for p3(�)
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Figure 3.2. Region of Convergence of method (3.21) for p3(�)

Figure 3.3. Region of Convergence of method (3.22) for p3(�)

Figure 3.4. Region of Convergence of method (3.18) for p3(�)
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Figure 3.5. Region of Convergence of method (3.20) for p4(�)

Figure 3.6. Region of Convergence of method (3.21) for p4(�)

Figure 3.7. Region of Convergence of method (3.22) (� = 0) for p4(�)
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Figure 3.8. Region of Convergence of method (3.18) for p4(�)

Figure 3.9. Region of Convergence of method (3.20) for p5(�)

Figure 3.10. Region of Convergence of method (3.21) for p5(�)
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Figure 3.11. Region of Convergence of method (3.22) (� = 0) for p5(�)

Figure 3.12. Region of Convergence of method (3.18) for p5(�)

Figures 3.1-3.12 show the convergence regions of the methods (3.18), (3.20),

(3.21) and (3.22) for the polynomials p3(�); p4(�) and p5(�):We have discussed

two types of convergence regions in all �gures. In each �gure, the number of

iterations by which the convergence is achieved is represented by a color map.

Since, the presence of darker color represents that the iterative scheme utilizes

a lesser number of iterations, it is observed that the scheme (3.18) has rapid

convergence speed as its convergence regions contain more darker areas than

the other schemes. The scheme (3.18) also has bigger regions of convergence

in comparison with the regions of (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22). Moreover, the di-

vergence of the method is represented by black and blue colors in this region

of initial points. Small regions of divergence are observed for scheme(3.18) as

compared to(3.20), (3.21) and (3.22). So performance of the scheme(3.18) is

better than (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22).
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3.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, two new derivative-free schemes of optimal eighth order three-

step root �nding methods without-memory are presented. These iterative

schemes can also be extended to the with-memory schemes. The convergence

analysis is conferred to establish that the proposed root �nding methods sat-

isfy the conjecture of Kung and Traub [61] and have optimal order eighth. It

is demonstrated that the proposed root �nding schemes have e¢ ciency index

1:68. Finally, comparison of the new and existing methods is done in terms

of numerical experiments and dynamical planes that also support theoretical

results of the proposed schemes. We see that performance of the proposed

root �nding schemes without-memory NM1-8 and NM2-8 is far better than

the other root �nding methods of similar kind.
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Chapter 4

Families of n�point Optimal Derivative-

free methods Without-memory

In this chapter, we give optimal general families of without derivative n�step

without-memory iterative schemes based on rational and Hermite interpo-

lation that satisfy the conjecture of Kung and Traub [61]. The suggested

families need n+1 function valuations to provide the order of convergence 2n

and e¢ ciency index 2
n

n+1 . Numerical and dynamical results are presented to

con�rm the theoretical results.

4.1 Development of the n�point family based on ratio-

nal interpolation

In this section, development of a general n�step family of without-memory

iterative schemes with the use of rational interpolation is discussed. Its special

cases of optimal order two, four, eighth and sixteen are also presented. In this

section, we develop a generalized family of n�step root �nding methods with-

out memory of order of convergence of 2n based on n+1 function evaluations

satisfying the conjecture of Kung and Traub [61].

Consider an nth degree rational polynomial as follows:

Rn =
A1(v)

Bn�1(v)
; (4.1)
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where

A1(v) = a0 + a1(v � s); (4.2)

Bn�1(v) = 1 + d1(v � s) + � � �+ dn(v � s)n�1; n � 1 (4.3)

and

B0 � 1:

We proposed family of n�point iterative methods as follows:

v0;j = sj + �f(sj); j � 0;

v1;j = sj�
f(sj)

f [v0;j;sj] +�f(v0;j)
;

...

sj+1 = vn;j=vn�1;j�
f(vn�1;j)

R0n�1(vn�1;j)
; n � 2; (4.4)

where, the unknowns a0; a1; d1; � � � ; dn�1 are determined by following interpo-

lating conditions:

Rn�1(s) = f(s); Rn�1(v0;j) = f(v0;j); Rn�1(v1;j) = f(v1;j); � � � ; Rn�1(vn�1;j) = f(vn�1;j):

(4.5)

Thus, the root of the numerator of the rational interpolant of degree n� 1 is

the zero of nonlinear equation f for the n�step method.

For instance, for n = 2, we obtain the iterative method given by:

v0;j = sj + �f(sj); j � 0;

v1;j = sj�
f(sj)

f [w0;j; sj] +�f(v0;j)
;

sj+1 = v2;;j=v1;;j�
f(v1;j)

R01(v1;j)
; (4.6)

where,

R1(t)=
a0 + a1(t� s)

1 + b1(t� s)
; (4.7)

such that

R1(s) = f(s); R1(v0;j) = f(v0;j); R1(v1;j) = f(v1;j): (4.8)
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The unknowns a0; a1 and b1 are determined by using conditions (4.8) as fol-

lows:

a0 = f(s);

a1 = f [v1; s] + b1f(v1); (4.9)

b1 =
f [v0;s]�f [v1;s]
f(v1)�f(v0)

:

By using (4.7), we have the following two-step root �nder:

v0;j = sj + �f(sj); j � 0;

v1;j = sj�
f(s)

f [v0;j; sj] + �f(v0;j)
;

sj+1 = v2;j=v1;j�
f(v1;j)q

2
1

q1a1 � (a0 + a1(v1 � sj))b1
; (4.10)

where, q1 = 1 + b1(v1 � s) and a0; a1; b1 are given as in (4.9).

Similarly, for n = 3, the following iterative method is obtained:

v0;j = sj + �f(sj); j � 0;

v1;j = sj�
f(s)

f [v0;j;sj]+�f(v0;j)
;

v2;j = v1;j�
f(v1;j)

R01(v1;j)
;

sj+1 = v3;j=v2;j�
f(v2;j)

R02(v2;j)
; (4.11)

where the rational interpolants R1(t) is given by (4.7) and R2(t) is given as

follows:

R2(t) =
a0 + a1(t� s)

1 + b1(t� s) + b2(t� s)2
; (4.12)

such that

R2(s) = f(s); R2(v0;j) = f(v0;j); R2(v1;j) = f(v1;j); R2(v2;j) = f(v2;j):

(4.13)
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By using the following conditions (4.13), we have:

a0 = f(s);

a1 =
If [v0;s] + Jf [v1;s] +Kf [v2;s]

P +Q+ S
;

b1 =
Df [v1;s] + Ef [v2;s] + Ff [v0;s]

P +Q+ S
;

b2 =
Lf [v2;s] +Mf [v1;s] +Nf [v0;s]

P +Q+ S
; (4.14)

where,

I = f(v1)f(v2)(v2�v1); J = f(v0)f(v2)(v0�v2); K = f(v0)f(v1)(v1�v0);

D = (f(v0)(v0�s)�f(v2)(v2�s)); E = (f(v1)(v1�s)�f(v0)(v0�s));

F = (f(v2)(v2�s)�f(v1)(v1�s)); L = (f(v0)�f(v1)); M = (f(v2)�f(v0));

N = (f(v1)�f(v2)); P = f(v1)f(v2)(v2�v1); Q = f(v0)f(v2)(v0�v2);

S = f(v0)f(v1)(v1�v0);

Hence by using (4.14), we have the following three-step iterative scheme:

v0;j = sj + �f(sj); j � 0;

v1;j = sj�
f(sj)

f [v0;j; sj] + �f(v0;j)
;

v2;j = v1;j �
f(v1;j)q

2
1

q1a1 � (a0 + a1(v1;j � sj))b1
; (4.15)

sj+1 = v3;j = v2;j�
f(v2;j)q

2
2

q2c1 � (c0 + c1(v2;j � sj))(d1 + 2d2(v2;j � sj))
;

where, q1 = 1 + b1(v1;j � sj) and a0; a1; b1 are given as in (4.9), q2 = 1 +

d1(v2;j � sj)) + d2(v2;j � sj)
2 and c0; c1;d1; d2 are given as in (4.14).

For convergence analysis of the proposed iterative methods (4.11) and

(4.15) we, now, state the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 Let us consider � 2 D as the simple zero of the nonlinear

function f : D � R! R, where f is adequately di¤erentiable in the vicinity of
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its zero: If an initial guess s0 is su¢ ciently close to � then for �; � 2 Rnf�1g;

the iterative schemes de�ned by (4.10) and (4.15) are of fourth order and

eighth order convergence respectively with the error equations given by:

en+1 = (1 + �d1)
2(d2 + �)(�d2d1 � d3d1 + 2d

2
2)e

4
n +O(e5n) (4.16)

and

en+1 = (1 + �d1)
4(� + d2)

2(�d2d1 � d3d1 + 2d
2
2)(�d1d

2
2 + d4d

2
1 � 3d1d2d3

+3d32) e
8
n +O(e9n) (4.17)

respectively, where,

dk =
1

k!

f (k) (�)

f 0 (�)
; k = 2; 3; ::: (4.18)

Proof. The proof is similar to those previously considered in [21, 27], by

the use of Taylor expansions of the function f . Hence, it is omitted.

Remark 4.1 From the above convergence results it can be seen that the iter-

ative schemes (4.10) and (4.15) have optimal order of convergence four and

eighth based on three and four function evaluations respectively. Hence, the

suggested class of iterative methods is optimal in the sense of hypothesis of

Kung and Traub [61]. Also by using the general rational interpolating polyno-

mial (4.1) with the scheme (4.4), we attain with the n�step, optimal 2norder

convergent iterative method involving "n " function evaluations with e¢ ciency

index 2
n

n+1 .

4.1.1 Numerical Results and Dynamical Planes

In this section, we give the comparison of the proposed families of without

memory methods (NF-1) (4.4) with the existing iterative methods by Zheng

et al. (ZM) [128] and Kung and Traub (KT) [61] for n = 3. We used the

programming software Maple 16 for all numerical calculations with multiple-

precision arithmetic. Kung-Traub [61] generalized family for a given initial
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guess s0 is given by:

vn;0 = �0(f)(sn) = sn; yn;�1 = ��1(f)(sn) = sn + f(sn); n � 0;
...

vn;j = �j(f)(s) = Qj(0); j = 1; : : : ;m; for m 2 N;

sn+1 = yj;m = �m(f)(sj); (4.19)

where, Qj(t) is the inverse interpolation polynomial of degree j such that

Qj(f(sn;j)) = sn;i; i = �1; 0; : : : ; r � 1:

The optimal n�step family of root �nding methods proposed by Zheng et

al. [128], for a given initial approximation s0 and arbitrary n 2 N; is given as

follows:

si;0 = si; si;1=si;0+�if(si;0); i � 0;

si;2 = sn;0�
f(si;0)

f [si;0;si;1]
;

si;3 = si;2�
f(si;1)

f [si;2;si;0]+f [si;2;si;0;si;1](si;2�si;0)
;

...

si;n = si;n�1�
f(si;n�1)

zn�1
; (4.20)

where, zn�1=f [si;n�1;si;n�2]+
n�1P
k=1

f [si;n�1; : : : ;si;n�2�k]
kQ

m=1

(si;n�1�si;n�m�k):

Following test functions are considered from the literature:

f1(s) = e�s
2

(s� 2)(1 + s3 + s6); s0 = 1:8; � = 2; (4.21)

f2(s) = sin s� s

100
; s0 = 0:5; � = 0;

f3(s) = s5 + s4 + 4s2 � 15; s0 = 1:6; � = 1:3474:::;

f4(s) = (s� 1)(s6 + s�6 + 4) sin s2; s0 = 1:3; � = 1:

The error of the approximation to the corresponding root of nonlinear func-

tions are shown in Table 4.1, where E(�h) denotes E � 10�h. In the Table,

it is shown that the proposed family of methods (NF-1) (4.4) has a consistent
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convergence behavior. Comparing the results of proposed families of with-

out memory methods, it can be seen that the new family (4.4) have better

performance than the existing families KT (4.19) and ZM (4.20).

Table 4.1: Comparison of Without Memory Root Finders
Test Function Without Memory Methods � = �0:01; � = 0:1

f(s), s0 ZM KT NF-1

f1; s0 = 1:8

js1 � �j 7:88(�7) 1:19(�6) 2:98(�6)

js2 � �j 5:27(�49) 5:91(�44) 6:58(�45)

js3 � �j 6:54(�389) 2:20(�358) 3:65(�360)

f2; s0 = 0:5

js1 � �j 2:04(�7) 2:13(�6) 7:64(�8)

js2 � �j 2:57(�55) 1:24(�53) 5:74(�69)

js3 � �j 5:45(�613) 1:91(�500) 4:35(�619)

f3; s0 = 1:6

js1 � �j 3:03(�7) 1:73(�6) 1:99(�6)

js2 � �j 4:56(�44) 4:47(�45) 1:74(�46)

js3 � �j 1:21(�365) 9:00(�363) 5:89(�367)

f4; s0 = �2

js1 � �j 9:96(�4) 2:96(�4) 2:78(�4)

js2 � �j 1:94(�25) 3:06(�27) 8:45(�28)

js3 � �j 4:18(�215) 4:07(�201) 6:21(�216)

For visualizing the dynamical properties of associated rational functions of

iterative methods, we use basins of attraction technique. This technique gives

an important information about the stability and reliability of the iterative

methods. In this section, we give the comparison of the proposed families of

without memory methods (NF-1) (4.4) with the existing iterative methods by

Zheng et al. (ZM) [128] and Kung and Traub (KT) [61] for n = 3. We use

the technique of basins of attraction and apply iterative methods to complex

functions to get the planes of associated rational functions. Two di¤erent

methods are considered to obtain the dynamical planes on Matlab R2013a

programming software. In the complex plane we use a rectangle [�2; 2] �

[�2; 2] and initial approximations by a mesh of 1000�1000 points. The initial

guess for a zero lies in the basins of attraction if the root �nder converges in 30

iterations or error estimation less than 10�5. In the �rst method, a particular
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color is allotted to each initial guess. The color will be more intense if the

root �nder has faster convergence. The initial guess is assigned with dark blue

color if after 30 iterations it is not converging to any of the zeros. For the

second method, we use error approximation less than 10�5 and 25 iterations.

In this method, depending upon the number of iterations for the convergence

of the root �nder to any of the root of given nonlinear polynomial each initial

approximation is allotted a di¤erent color. Again, the color will be more

intense if the iterative method has faster convergence. The initial guess is

assigned with black color if, after 25 iterations it is not converging to any of

the roots. The complex polynomials used for the dynamical comparisons are

given below with their roots:

p1(z) = z3 � 1; � = 1:0;�0:5000 + 0:86605I;�0:5000� 0:86605I

p2(z) = z5 � 1; � = 1:0; 0:3090 + 0:95105I; � 0:8090 + 0:58778I;

�0:8090� 0:58778I; 0:30902� 0:95105I

p3(z) = z6 � 1
2
z5 +

11(i+ 1)

4
z4 � 3i+ 19

4
z3 +

5i+ 11

4
z2 +

i� 11
4

z +
3

2
� 3i;

� = �1:0068 + 2:0047i; 0:0281 + 0:9963i; 0:0279� 1:5225i;

1:0235� 0:9556i; 0:9557� 0:0105i;�0:5284� 0:5125i

Figures 4.1-4.6 consists of the dynamical planes of the presented family without-

memory methods (NF-1) and the family of without-memory methods by Kung

and Traub (KT). In all �gures two kinds of attraction basins are given. Color

maps of both types of �gures show the root to which an initial guess converges

and how much number of iterations are required for an iterative sequence to

converge to that root. In all �gures appearance of wider darker regions con-

�rms that the proposed family of root �nding methods (4.4) (NF-1) uses less

number of iterations in contrast with (KT). Since dynamical planes of the pre-

sented family of root �nders has less dark blue and black regions in contrast

with (KT), it means that the presented family of methods (4.4) (NF-1) is a
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better alternate to existing families of the same domain.

Figure 4.1: Convergence Regions for (KT) for n = 3; and �0= 0:01 on p1(z)

Figure 4.2: Convergence Regions for (NF-1) for n = 3; and �0= 0:01 on p1(z)

Figure 4.3: Convergence Regions for (KT) for n = 3; and �0= 0:01 on p2(z)
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Figure 4.4: Convergence Regions for (NF-1) for n = 3; and �0= 0:01 on p2(z)

Figure 4.5: Convergence Regions for (KT) for n = 3; and �0= 0:01 on p3(z)

Figure 4.6: Convergence Regions for (NF-1) for n = 3; and �0= 0:01 on p3(z)
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4.2 Development of the n�point family based on Her-

mite interpolation

In this section, we develop optimal two-, three-, four- and n�point with-

derivative methods based on Hermite interpolation. We then, transform the

new optimal with-derivative methods into derivative free ones by using the

following approximation of �rst derivative given by Cordero and Torregrosa

in [20]:

f 0(sn) �f [sn;vn];vn=sn+f(sn)k; k � q;  2 R� f0g: (4.22)

4.2.1 Optimal Two-point Fourth Order Method

Consider two-point iterative method as follows:

yn = sn�
f(sn)

f 0(sn)
; n � 0;

sn+1 = yn �
f(yn)

f 0(yn)
: (4.23)

The scheme (4.23) is known as the double Newton�s method and is fourth

order convergent using four function evaluations.

For the construction of an optimal fourth order two-step method using

three function valuations, the following quadratic polynomial is used:

H(t) = a0 + a1(t� s) + a2(t� s)2 (4.24)

satisfying the following conditions

f(t) = H(t); f 0(t) = H 0(t); f(y) = H(y):

By substituting t = s in (4.24), we get:

f(t) = H1(t) = a0: (4.25)

Now by di¤erentiating (4.24), we get:

f 0(s) = H 0(t) = a1 + 2a2(t� s): (4.26)
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At t = s in (4.26) we have,

f 0(t) = H 0(t) = a1: (4.27)

Now we substitute t = y in (4.24), we have:

f(y) = H1(y) = a0 + a1(y � s) + a2(y � s)2: (4.28)

From (4.28) we have value of a2 as:

a2 =
f [y; s]� f 0(s)

(y � s)
: (4.29)

Hence, by using the values of a1; a2 in (4.26), we obtain:

H 0
1(yn) = 2f [yn; sn]� f 0(sn) ' f 0(yn): (4.30)

By using (4.30) in (4.23), we de�ne the following two-point optimal with

derivative method:

yn = sn �
f(sn)

f 0(sn)
; n � 0;

sn+1 = yn �
f(yn)

2f [yn; sn]� f 0(sn)
: (4.31)

Theorem 4.2 Suppose that � be a simple root of a su¢ ciently di¤erentiable

function f : D � R! R in an open interval D. Let s0 lies in the vicinity of �;

then the root �nding method given by (4.31) is optimal fourth order convergent

with the following error term:

en+1 = d2(�d3 + d22)e
4
n +O(e5n); (4.32)

where dj = 1
j!
f (j)(�)
f 0(�) ; j � 2 and en = sn � �:

Proof. By using Taylor�s series expansions about �, we have

f(sn) = f 0(�)[en + d2e
2
n + d3e

3
n + d4e

4
n] +O(e5n)

and

f 0(sn) = f 0(�)[1 + 2d2en + 3d3e
2
n + 4d4e

3
n] +O(e4n)
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By substituting above expressions in the �rst step of (4.31), we get

yn � � = d2e
2
n + (2d3 � 2d22)e3n + (3d4 � 7d3d2 + 4d32)e4n +O(e5n):

Again by using Taylor�s expansion we have

f(yn) = d2f
0(�)e2n + (2d3 � 2d22)f 0(�)e3n + (3d4 � 7d3d2 + 4d32)f 0(�)e4n +O(e5n):

Thus, by using the above values in the second step of (4.31), we obtain the

following error relation:

en+1 = d2(�d3 + d22)e
4
n +O(e5n):

This completes the proof.

Further, we transform the two-point with-derivative scheme (4.31) into

derivative free one in such a way that the optimal order of convergence is

preserved.

For this, we use the approximation (4.22) in the scheme (4.31) as follows:

yn = sn �
f(sn)

f [vn;sn]
; vn=sn+f(sn)

2; n � 0;

= yn �
f(sn)

2f [yn; sn]� f [wn; sn]
; (4.33)

Similar to Theorem 7, it can be easily shown that the scheme (4.33) has

optimal fourth order convergence with the following error equation:

en+1 = �d2(d3 + f 0(�)2d2 � 2d22)e4n +O(e5n):

4.2.2 Optimal Three-point Method of Order Eighth

In [89], Petkovic et al. suggested a three-point root �nding method based on

Hermite interpolation as follows:

yn = sn�
f(sn)

f 0(sn)
;n � 0;

zn = 
f (sn; yn);
f ��4;

sn+1 = zn �
f(zn)

G03(zn)
; (4.34)
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where, �4 represents a real valued function selected in such a way that it uses

already calculated values f(sn); f 0(sn) and f(yn) to produce the fourth order

convergence of the sequence fsng. The scheme (4.33) is an example of such

function. The value of G03(zn) is given as:

G03(zn) = f [zn; sn]

�
2 +

zn � sn
zn � yn

�
� (zn � sn)

2

(yn � sn)(zn � yn)
f [yn; sn]

+f 0(sn)
zn � yn
yn � sn

: (4.35)

By using the approximation (4.22) in the three point scheme (4.34), we obtain

an optimal family of three point methods with the help of the scheme (4.33)

at �rst two steps:

yn = sn �
f(sn)

f [wn; sn]
; wn = sn + f(sn)

3; n � 0

zn = yn �
f(yn)

2f [yn; sn]� f [wn; sn]
;

sn+1 = zn �
f(zn)

H 0
3(zn)

; (4.36)

where H 0
3(zn) is given by

H 0
3(zn) = f [zn; sn]

�
2 +

zn � sn
zn � yn

�
� (zn � sn)

2

(yn � sn)(zn � yn)
f [yn; sn]

+f [wn; sn]
zn � yn
yn � sn

: (4.37)

Theorem 4.3 Let � be a simple root of a su¢ ciently di¤erentiable function

f : D � R ! R in an open interval D. Let the initial guess s0 lies in the

vicinity of �; then the root �nding method given by (4.36) is optimal eighth

order convergent and possesses the following error term:

en+1 = en+1 = d22(d2d
2
3 � 2d32d3 + d4d

2
2 + d52 � d4d3)e

8 +O(e9) (4.38)

where, dj =
f (j)(�)
j!f 0(�) ; j � 2 and en = sn � �:

Proof. By using the Taylor�s series expansions, the proof would be similar

to Theorem 1 and those already taken in [89]. Hence it is omitted.
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4.2.3 Optimal Four-point Sixteenth Order Method

In [123], Zafar et al. developed an optimal sixteenth order four-point scheme

based on Hermite interpolation as follows:

yn = sn�
f(sn)

f 0(sn)
; n � 0

zn = yn �
�
1 +

f(yn)

f(sn)

�2
f(yn)

f 0(sn)
;

un = zn �
f(zn)

H 0
3(zn)

;

sn+1 = un �
f(un)

H 0
4(un)

; (4.39)

where,

H 0
3(z) = f [z; s]

�
2 +

z � s

z � y

�
� (z � s)2

(y � s)(z � y)
f [y; s] + f [w; s]

(z � y)

(y � s)
;

H 0
4(u) = f [u; z] + (u� z)f [u; z; y] + (u� z)(u� y)[u; z; y; s]

+(u� z)(u� y)(u� s)[u; z; y; s; 2] (4.40)

and

[u; z; y; s; 2] =
1

(u� s)2(u� y)
(f [u; z]� f [z; y])

� 1

(u� s)2(z � s)
(f [z; y]� f [y; s])� 1

(u� s)(z � s)2
(f [z; y]� f [y; s])

+
1

(u� s)(z � s)(y � s)
(f [y; s]� f 0(sn)):

We add the fourth step of their scheme to (4.36) and obtain a new deriva-

tive free optimal four-point method using the transformation (4.22) as follows:

yn = sn�
f(sn)

f [vn;sn]
;vn=sn+f(sn)

4; n � 0

zn = yn �
f(yn)

2f [yn; sn]�f [vn;sn]
;

un = zn �
f(zn)

H 0
3(zn)

;

sn+1 = un �
f(un)

H 0
4(un)

; (4.41)
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where,

H 0
3(z) = f [z; s](2 +

z � s

z � y
)� (z � s)2

(y � s)(z � y)
f [y; s] + f [w; s]

(z � y)

(y � s)
;

H 0
4(u) = f [u; z] + (u� z)f [u; z; y] + (u� z)(u� y)[u; z; y; s]

+(u� z)(u� y)(u� s)[u; z; y; s; 2] (4.42)

and

[u; z; y; s; 2] =
1

(u� s)2(u� y)
(f [u; z]� f [z; y])

� 1

(u� s)2(z � s)
(f [z; y]� f [y; s])� 1

(u� s)(z � s)2
(f [z; y]� f [y; s])

+
1

(u� s)(z � s)(y � s)
(f [y; s]� f [v;s]):

Theorem 4.4 Let � be a simple root of a su¢ ciently di¤erentiable function

f : D � R ! R in an open interval D. Let the initial guess s0 lies in the

vicinity of �; then the root �nding method given by (4.41) is optimal sixteenth

order convergent with the error term given as follows:

en+1 = �d42(�d3+d22)2(d32�d3d2+d4)(�d42+d3d22+d41d2�d4d2+d5)e16+O(e17)

where, dj =
f (j)(�)
j!f 0(�) ; j � 2 and en = sn � �:

Proof. By using the Taylor�s series expansions, the proof would be similar

to those already taken in [123]. Hence it is omitted.

4.2.4 Optimal n�point Method of Order 2n

In [89], Petkovic et al. presented an n�point n�step method of order 2n

requiring n evaluation of function and one evaluation of �rst derivative f 0(sn)

at each step. By using the approximation (4.22), we obtain the following new

derivative free n�point n�step method:
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�1(sk) = sk �
f(sk)

f [zk; sk]
; zk = sk + f(sk)

m;m � n � 0;

�2(sk) = 	f (s; �1(sk)),	f 2 	4

�3(sk) = �2 �
f(�2(sk))

H
0
3(�2(sk))

;

...

sk+1 = �n(sk) = �(n�1)(sk)�
f(�(n�1)(sk))

H 0
n(�(n�1)(sk))

; (4.43)

where,	4 is any fourth order iterative method and Hn is an Hermite interpo-

lating polynomial of degree n given as:

Hn(s) = f(s) = a0+a1(f(s)�f(sk))+a2(f(s)�f(sk))2+� � �+an(f(s)�f(sk))n;

(4.44)

with the following conditions:

f(sk) = H(sk); f
0(sk) = H 0(sk) (4.45)

f(�1)) = H(�1); :::; f(�n) = H(�n): (4.46)

By using conditions (4.46) and the scheme (4.33) at �rst two steps, the

coe¢ cients a0; a1; :::; an can be determined easily and hence we obtain an

n�point derivative free family of the following form:

sk(sk) = sk �
f(sk)

f [wk; sk]
; wk = sk + f(sk)

m;m � n � 0;

�2(sk) = �1 �
f(�1(sk))

H
0
2(�1(sk))

;

�3(sk) = �2 �
f(�2(sk))

H
0
3(�2(sk))

;

...

sk+1 = �n(sk) = �(n�1)(sk)�
f(�(n�1)(sk))

H 0
n(�(n�1)(sk))

: (4.47)

where, Hn is de�ned by (4.44).

Theorem 4.5 Let � be a simple root of a su¢ ciently di¤erentiable function

f : D � R ! R in an open interval D. Let the initial guess s0 lies in the
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vicinity of �; then the n�step root �nding method given by (4.47) is of optimal

order 2n:

Numerical Results

In this section, we �rst, transform an optimal four-point method developed

by Shari� et al. [94], given by:

SL:

yj = sj �
f(sj)

f 0(sj)
; j � 0;

gj = yj � L1(uj)
f(yj)

f 0(sj)
;

zj = gj � L2(uj; wj; vj)
f(gj)

f 0(sj)
;

sj+1 = zj � L3(uj; vj; wj; pj; qj; uj)
f(zj)

f 0(zj)
; (4.48)

where,

L1(uj) = 1 + 2uj + 5u
2
j � 6u3j ;

L2(uj; vj; wj) = 1 + 2uj + 4wj + 6u
2
j + vj

L3(uj; vj; wj; pj; qj; uj) = 1 + 6u2j + 2uj � v3j + vj + 4wj � 4w2j + ujwj

+6u2jwj + 2u
3
jwj � 10ujw2j + uj + 2qj + 8pj

+2ujuj + 2vjwj + 6u
2
juj � 4v2jwj + 24u4jwj;

are weight functions and where,

uj =
f(yj)

f(sj)
; vj =

f(gj)

f(yj)
; wj =

f(gj)

f(sj)
; pj =

f(sj)

f(sj)
; qj =

f(sj)

f(yj)
; uj =

f(sj)

f(gj)
:

(4.49)
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The modi�ed form of the scheme (4.48) is denoted by MSL given as:

yj = sj �
f(sj)

f [wj; sj]
; wj = sj + f(sj)

4; j � 0;

gj = yj � L1(uj)
f(yj)

f [wj; sj]
;

zj = gj � L2(uj; vj; wj)
f(gj)

f [wj; sj]
;

sj+1 = zj � L3(uj; vj; wj; pj; qj; uj)
f(zj)

f [wj; sj]
: (4.50)

Another four-point with-derivative method presented by Soleymani et al.

[107] is given as follows:

yj = sj �
f(sj)

f 0(sj)
; j � 0;

zj = sj �
f(sj)

f 0(sj)

f(sj)� f(yj)

f(sj)� 2f(yj)
;

wj = zj �
f(zj)

f 0(sj)

�
1

2
+
5f(sj)

2 + 8f(sj)f(yj) + 2f(yj)
2

5f(s)2 � 12f(sj)f(yj)

�
1 +

f(zj)

f(yj)

��
;

sj+1 = wj �
(1 + b5W )

2f(wj)

f 0(sj) + 2b3W + (3b4 + b3b5)W 2 + 2b4b5W 3
; (4.51)

where,

b5 =
[f [zj ;sj ]WY (wj�yj)+Z(f [wj ;sj ](yj�zj)Y+f [yj ;sj ](zj�wj)W )�(wj�yj)(wj�zj)(yj�zj)f 0(sj)]

[Y Z(zj�yj)f(wj)+(wj�zj)((wj�yj)(yj�zj)f(sj)+WZf(yj))+WY (yj�wj)f(zj)] ;

b2 = f 0(sj) + f(sj)b5;

b4 =
(zj�sj)f [yj ;sj ]+(sj�yj)f [zj ;sj ]+(yj�zj)b2+((zj�sj)f(yj)+(sj�yj)f(zj))b5

(sj�yj)(sj�zj)(yj�zj) ;

b3 = f [wj; sj; sj] + f [wj; sj]b5 � (wj � sj)b4,

W = (wj � sj); Y = (yj � sj) and Z = (zj � sj).

The modi�ed derivative free form of above scheme (4.51) is given as follows:

yj = sj �
f(sj)

f [wj; sj]
; wj = sj + f(sj)

4; j � 0;

zj = sj �
f(sj)

f [wj; sj]

f(sj)� f(yj)

f(sj)� 2f(yj)
;

wj = zj �
f(zj)

f [wj; sj]

�
1

2
+
5f(sj)

2 + 8f(sj)f(yj) + 2f(yj)
2

5f(s)2 � 12f(sj)f(yj)

�
1 +

f(zj)

f(yj)

��
;

sj+1 = wj �
(1 + b5W )

2f(wj)

f [wj; sj] + 2b3W + (3b4 + b3b5)W 2 + 2b4b5W 3
; (4.52)
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where,

b5 =
[f [zj ;sj ]WY (wj�yj)+Z(f [wj ;sj ](yj�zj)Y+f [yj ;sj ](zj�wj)W )�(wj�yj)(wj�zj)(yj�zj)f [wj ;sj ]]

[Y Z(zj�yj)f(wj)+(wj�zj)((wj�yj)(yj�zj)f(sj)+WZf(yj))+WY (yj�wj)f(zj)] ;

b2 = f [wj; sj] + f(sj)b5;

b4 =
(zj�sj)f [yj ;sj ]+(sj�yj)f [zj ;sj ]+(yj�zj)b2+((zj�sj)f(yj)+(sj�yj)f(zj))b5

(sj�yj)(sj�zj)(yj�zj) ;

b3 = f [wj; sj; sj] + f [wj; sj]b5 � (wj � sj)b4,

W = (wj � sj); Y = (yj � sj) and Z = (zj � sj).

We, now, test all the discussed methods using a variety of nonlinear equa-

tions. We have utilized multi-precision arithmetic operations with 4000 signif-

icant decimal digits in the programming package of Maple 16 to acquire a high

accuracy and keep away from the loss of signi�cant digits. We analyze the

convergence behavior of the modi�ed methods (4.50) MSL, (4.41) MFM and

(4.52) MSSS with their with-derivative versions i.e. (4.48) SL, (4.39) FM and

(4.51) SSS respectively using the nonlinear functions given in Table 4.2 also

includes the exact roots � and initial guess s0 for each nonlinear function which

are calculated using Maple 16. The error jsj � �j and the computational order

of convergence (COC) for �rst three iterations of various methods is displayed

in the Tables 4.3-4.7 which supports the theoretical order of convergence. The

formula to compute the computational order of convergence (�) is given by:

� � log j(sk+1 � �)=(sk � �)j
log j(sk � �)=(sk�1 � �)j :

It can be seen from Tables 4.3�4.7 that for the presented examples the mod-

i�ed four-point methods MSL16, MFM16 and MSSS16 are comparable and

competitive to the methods SL16, FM16 and SSS16.

Table 4.2: Test Functions, their roots and initial guess

Example Test Functions Exact root � Initial guess

4.1 f1(s) = (2 + s
3) cos(�s

2
) + log(s2 + 2s+ 2) � = �1 s0 = �0:93

4.2 f2(s) = s2es + s cos 1
s3
+ 1 � = �1:5650602 s0 = �2:0

4.3 f3(s) = ses + log(1 + s+ s4) � = 0 s0 = �0:5

4.4 f4(s) = esin(8s) � 4s � = 0:34985721 s0 = 7:0

4.5 f5(s) = �20s5 � s
2
+ 1

2
� = 0:42767729 s0 = 0:38
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Table 4.3 Numerical Results of Example 4.1

f1(s) = (2 + s
3) cos(�s

2
) + log(s2 + 2s+ 2); s0 = �0:93

SL FM SSS MSL MFM MSSS

js1 � �j 2.63(-9) 2.60(-12) 4.97(-11) 2.59(-9) 1.86(-12) 4.35(-11)

js2 � �j 1.61(-127) 2.75(-177) 1.18 (-154) 1.23(-127) 1.15(-179) 1.36(-155)

js3 � �j 6.48(-2019) 6.94(-2817) 1.23 (-2452) 8.22(-2021) 4.91(-2855) 1.17(-2467)

� 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00

Table 4.4 Numerical Results of Example 4.2

f2(s) = s2es + s cos 1
s3
+ 1; s0 = �2:0

SL FM SSS MSL MFM MSSS

js1 � �j 9.7(-15) 8.5(-15) 5.8 (-15) 4.4(-15) 2.6(-15) 7.3 (-15)

js2 � �j 1.0(-228) 8.6(-231) 6.4 (-234) 2.9(-234) 2.5(-238) 1.1(-232)

js3 � �j 5.7(-3652) 1.1(-3686) 3.7 (-3737) 4.2(-3714) 4.9(-3806) 9.9(-3718)

� 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00

Table 4.5 Numerical Results of Example 4.3

f3(s) = ses + log(1 + s+ s4); s0 = �0:5

SL FM SSS MSL MFM MSSS

js1 � �j 2.97 6.04(-6) 3.80(-4) 1.52(-7) 4.12(-10) 1.83(-10)

js2 � �j 7.70(-1) 2.67(-88) 8.79(-60) 1.24(-112) 4.37(-154) 2.29(-160)

js3 � �j 4.59(-6) 5.85(-1406) 5.72(-950) 4.90(-1794) 1.16(-2457) 7.91(-2559)

� 8.94 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00

Table 4.6. Numerical Results of Example 4.4

f4(s) = e(sin 8s) � 4s; s0 = 7

SL FM SSS MSL MFM MSSS

js1 � �j D* 33.22 D 3.00(-2) 2.42(-3) 3.04(-3)

js2 � �j D 3.26(-4) D 5.71(-11) 2.06(-32) 3.79(-30)

js3 � �j D 5.75(-51) D 8.21(-155) 3.90(-498) 1.38(-461)

� D 9.33 D 16.49 16.02 16.03
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Table 4.7. Numerical Results of Example 4.5

f5(s) = �20s5 � s
2
+ 1

2
; s0 = 0:38

SL FM SSS MSL MFM MSSS

js1 � �j 1.28(-3) 1.11(-13) 2.19(-9) 1.05(-3) 4.86(-14) 1.51(-9)

js2 � �j 2.68(-34) 4.53(-200) 6.00(-128) 1.05(-35) 3.87(-205) 1.65(-131)

js3 � �j 5.39(-525) 2.70(-3182) 6.02(-2025) 1.60(-547) 1.01(-3262) 7.74(-2083)

� 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00

*D stands for divergence

4.3 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have presented two general families of derivative-free

n�point iterative methods based on nth degree rational and Hermite inter-

polation that satisfy the conjecture of Kung and Traub [61]. We have applied

the well known conjecture of Cordero and Torregrosa [20] to transform the

optimal methods based on Hermite interpolation into derivative free opti-

mal methods. Some existing with-derivative methods are also modi�ed using

this conjecture. Convergence analysis is also presented for the transformed

methods. Finally, numerical examples and comparison of derivative free and

with-derivative methods are provided that supports the theoretical results. It

is seen that the modi�ed derivative free methods can compete and work better

than their with-derivative versions. Specially in the case of the solution of f4,

it can be seen that derivative involved methods SL and SSS fails to converge

to any root, while their transformed derivative free forms converge even when

the initial guess is taken far from the required root.
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Chapter 5

E¢ cient Root Finding Methods With-

Memory

In this chapter, some e¢ cient root �nding schemes with-memory are presented

for �nding simple roots of nonlinear equations. The new root �nding meth-

ods with-memory are obtained by modifying the without-memory methods

proposed in the Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. The analysis of con-

vergence for each of the schemes is studied. Finally, the numerical comparisons

of the new and existing methods with-memory are presented.

5.1 Three-step root �nding method with-memory based

on four-parameters

In this section, we propose a root �nding method with-memory by extending

our newly suggested without memory methods (3.18) and (3.19) presented in

section 3.2. For this, we substitute the involved parameters in such a way

that the local order of convergence is increased. It can be recognized that the

coe¢ cient of e8m in (3.10) vanishes if we take p =
�1
d1
; q = �d2; l = d1d3 and

t = d1d4; where d1 = f 0(�) and dk =
f (k)(�)
k!f 0(�) ; k � 2. Therefore, to construct an

iterative method with-memory, the free parameters p; q; l and t are determined
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by the following formulae:

p = pn =
�1
f 0(�)

=
�1

N 0
4(lm)

� �1
f 0(�)

; n � 1

q = qn = �
f 00(�)

2f 0(�)
= � N 00

5 (wm)

2N 0
5(wm)

� � f 00(�)

2f 0(�)
;

l = ln =
f 000(�)

6
=
N 000
6 (ym)

6
� f 000(�)

6
;

t = tn =
f iv(�)

24
=
N iv
7 (zm)

24
� f iv(�)

24
;

whereN4(lk); N5(wk); N6(yk) andN7(zk) represent Newton�s interpolation poly-

nomials of degree 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively, de�ned as follows:

N4(t) = N4(t; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; zk�2);

= f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)(t� zk�2)

+f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2](t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)(t� sk)

+f [sk; zk�1; uk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1) + f [sk; zk�1]f(sk)(t� sk);

(5.1)

N5(t) = N5(t;wk; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; zk�2);

= f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1; wk](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

(t� zk�2)(t� wk�1) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1]

(t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)(t� zk�2) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2]

(t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1)

+f [sk; zk�1](t� sk) + f(sk);

(5.2)
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N6(t) = N6(t; yk; wk; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; zk�2);

= f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1; wk; yk](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

(t� zk�2)(t� wk�1)(t� wk) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1; wk]

(t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)(t� zk�2)(t� wk�1)

+f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

(t� zk�2) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

+f [sk; zk�1; yk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1) + f [sk; zk�1](t� sk) + f(sk);

(5.3)

N7(t) = N7(t; zk; yk; wk; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; zk�2)

= f(sk) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1; wk; yk; zk](t� sk)(t� zk�1)

(t� yk�1)(t� zk�2)(t� wk�1)(t� wk)(t� yk)

+f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1; wk; yk](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

(t� zk�2)(t� wk�1)(t� wk) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1; wk]

(t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)(t� zk�2)(t� wk�1)

+f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2; wk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

(t� zk�2) + f [sk; zk�1; yk�1; zk�2](t� sk)(t� zk�1)(t� yk�1)

+f [sk; zk�1; yk�1](t� sk)(t� zk�1) + f [sk; zk�1](t� sk) (5.4)

for any k � 2.

The functions f 0; f 00(�); f 000(�) and f iv(�) are the best approximations to

f 0(�); f 00(�); f 000(�) and f iv(�) respectively, since exact value of required simple

root is not known and consequently the derivatives of the function cannot be

computed. The Newton�s interpolation polynomials of appropriate degree are

used to compute the self-accelerators pn; qn; ln and tn by using available infor-

mation in the current and previous iterations already saved in the computer

memory.

Hence, we replace the free parameters p; q; l and t in the without memory

methods (3.18) and (3.19) with self-accelerators pn; qn; ln and tn respectively
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and de�ne the following root �nding methods with-memory for suitably chosen

p0; q0; l0 and t0.

WM1:

yk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qnf(wk)
; wk = sk + pnf(sk); k � 2;

zk = yk � (1� uk)
f(sk) + �f(yk)

f(sk) + (�� 2)f(yk)
;

� f(yk)

f [yk; wk] + qnf(wk) + ln(yk � wk)(yk � sk)
; � 2 R;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
: (5.5)

WM2:

yk = sk �
f(sk)

f [sk; wk] + qnf(wk)
; wk = sk + pnf(sk); k � 0;

zk = yk �
1

(1� uk)

f(yk)

f [yk; wk] + qnf(wk) + ln(yk � wk)(yk � sk)
;

sk+1 = zk �
f(zk)

Qk
; (5.6)

where uk =
f(yk)
f(sk)

; Qk = f [yk; zk] + f [zk; yk; sk](zk � yk)

+f [zk; yk; sk; wk](zk � yk)(zk � sk) + tn(zk � wk)(zk � yk)(zk � sk) and

pn =
�1

N 0
4(sk)

; qn = �
N 00
5 (wk)

2N 0
5(wk)

; ln =
N 000
6 (yk)

6
; tn =

N iv
7 (zk)

24
: (5.7)

We will now prove that the new root �nding method with-memory (5:5) has

convergence order 15:51560 by applying the Herzberger�s matrix method [43]

provided that self-accelerators given in (5:7) are used.

Theorem 5.1 Let s0 be an initial guess adequately near the root � of the

function f(s). If the parameters pn; qn; ln and tn are recurrently computed by

the expressions given in (5:7), then the root �nding scheme (5:5) has R-order

of convergence 15:5156 and the e¢ ciency index 1:98468.

Proof. To determine the R-order of convergence, we use the Herzberger�s

matrix method. It is known that the spectral radius of a matrix A(t) = (hij)(0 � i; j � l)

associated with a with-memory one-step t�point method sk = �(sk�1; sk�2; :::; sk�t)
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is the lower bound of the its order of convergence. The elements of this matrix

are given by:

h1;j = number of function evaluations required at point sk�j; j = 1; 2; :::; t;

hi;i�1 = 1 for i = 2; 3; :::; t;

hi;j = 0; otherwise.

On the other hand, the spectral radius of product of the matrices A1; A2; ���; Al;

is the lower bound of order of an t�step method � = �1 ��2 �� � ���t; where the

matrices Ar correspond to the iteration steps �r; 1 � r � t. From the relations

(5.5) and (5.7), we construct the corresponding matrices as follows:

sk+1 = �1(zk; yk; wk; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; sk�1)

! A1 =

26666666666666666664

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

37777777777777777775

;

zk = �2(yk; wk; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; sk�1; zk�2)

! A2 =

26666666666666666664

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

37777777777777777775

;
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yk = �3(wk; sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; sk�1; zk�2; yk�2)

! A3 =

26666666666666666664

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

37777777777777777775

;

wk = �4(sk; zk�1; yk�1; wk�1; sk�1; zk�2; yk�2; wk�2)

! A4 =

26666666666666666664

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

37777777777777777775

:

Hence, we obtain,

A(4) = A1 � A2 � A3 � A4 =

26666666666666666664

8 8 8 8 8 0 0 0

4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

37777777777777777775

:

The spectral values of A(4) are f15:51560977;�0:515609770; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0g :
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The spectral radius �(A(4)) = 15:51560 of matrix A(4) is the lower bound of

R-order of convergence of scheme (5.5).

Remark 5.1 It is observed from the above result that, we have obtained the R-

order of convergence 15:51560; which gives the highest e¢ ciency index 1:9847

of the presented root �nding method with-memory given by (5.5). In the sim-

ilar manner, the R-order of convergence of the scheme (5.6) may also be

determined i.e. 15:51560.

5.1.1 Numerical Results

In this section, some numerical examples are taken from [70] to test the pro-

posed methods with-memory (5.5) (WM1) and (5.6) (WM2) in comparison

with the root �nding methods with-memory proposed by Soleymani et al. [110]

(SM) and Lot� et al. [70] (LM) given as follow:

SM:

um = sm + pmf(sm); pm = �
1

N 0
3(sm)

;m � 0;

wm = sm �
f(sm)

f [um; sm] + qmf(um)
; qm = �

N 00
4 (um)

2N 0
4(um)

;

sm+1 = wm �
f(wm)

f [wm; um] + qmf(um) + lm(wm � um)(wm � sm)

�
1 +

f(wm)

f(sm)

�
;

lm =
N

000
4 (um)

6
: (5.8)

LM:

um = sm + pmf(sm); pm = �
1

N 0
3(sm)

;m � 0;

wm = sm �
f(sm)

f [sm; um]

�
1 + qm

f(um)

f [sm; um]

�
; qm = �

N 00
4 (um)

2N 0
4(um)

;

sm+1 = wm �
f(wm)

f [sm; wm] + lm(wm � sm)(wm � um)
(Dm + (Dm � 1)4);

Dm =
f [sm; wm]

f [ym; wm]
; lm = �

1

4

N 00
5 (wm)

2

N 0
5(wm)

+
1

6
N 000
5 (wm); (5.9)

All numerical computations are performed using the programming package

Maple16 with multiple-precision arithmetic by applying 3000 �xed �oating
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point arithmetic. For the comparison, we have taken the following test func-

tions.

Table 5.1: Test functions, their roots and initial approximation

Example Test Functions Ist Approx. Exact root

5.1 f1(s) = es
2�3s sin(s) + log(s2 + 1) s0 = 0:35 � = 0

5.2 f2(s) = es
2+s cos(s)�1 sin(�s) + s log(s sin(s) + 1) s0 = 0:6 � = 0

5.3 f3(s) = e�5s(s� 2)(s10 + s+ 2) s0 = 2:2 � = 2:0

Tables 5.2-5.4 demonstrate the errors jsm � �j of approximations to the

required roots generated by di¤erent schemes for the �rst three iterates and

approximate values for the test functions at the third iteration, where A(�d)

denotes A � 10�d. For the comparison of all the root �nding methods with-

memory, we have chosen p0 = l0 = t0 = �0 = 0:01 and q0 = 0:1. From

the obtained results it is evident that the proposed with-memory methods

WM1 andWM2 provide very fast convergence behavior than the with-memory

methods SM and LM.

Table 5.2: Numerical Results of Example 5.1

f1(s); s0 = 0:35

SM LM WM1(� = 0) WM2

js1 � �j 9:56(�3) 2:71(�3) 2:86(�8) 2:54(�8)

js2 � �j 5:83(�16) 2:27(�20) 4:39(�104) 1:72(�104)

js3 � �j 3:60(�110) 2:76(�141) 2:08(�1608) 6:11(�1615)

f(s3) 3:60(�110) 2:76(�141) 2:08(�1608) 6:11(�1615)

� 7.13 7.08 15.70 15.71

Table 5.3: Numerical Results of Example 5.2
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f2(s); s0 = �0:6

SM LM WM1(� = 0) WM2

js1 � �j 1:27(�2) 2:42(�2) 1:95(�4) 7:27(�5)

js2 � �j 9:27(�16) 2:35(�13) 1:28(�52) 5:04(�61)

js3 � �j 2:12(�110) 4:88(�93) 9:38(�809) 9:31(�938)

f(s3) 2:45(�110) 5:64(�93) 1:08(�808) 1:07(�937)

� 7.20 7.23 15.69 15.61

Table 5.4: Numerical Results of Example 5.3

f3(s); s0 = 2:2

SM LM WM1(� = 0) WM2

js1 � �j 1:12(�3) 8:67(�3) 1:63(�7) 1:77(�7)

js2 � �j 7:51(�24) 1:01(�24) 8:06(�108) 3:14(�107)

js3 � �j 1:70(�167) 3:67(�174) 6:08(�1664) 8:99(�1655)

f(s3) 7:93(�169) 1:71(�175) 2:84(�1665) 4:19(�1656)

� 7.12 7.14 15.51 15.51

5.2 Derivative-free n�step root �nding methods with-

memory

In this section, a derivative free n�step family of root �nding methods with-

memory is proposed by modifying an optimal n�point (n�step) family of

derivative-free root �nding methods without-memory (4.4) presented in Chap-

ter 4. This modi�cation is based on the self acceleration of the free parameters.

These parameters are calculated with the help of the Newton�s interpolating

polynomials, that pass through recent and previous iterative points (that are

already saved in computer memory). It is proved that the R-order of conver-

gence of the family of root �nding methods without-memory (4.4) is increased

from 2n to 2n+2n�1+2n�2; when it is modi�ed to the family of root �nding

methods with-memory.
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We approximate the involved parameters in such a way that the local

order of convergence is increased. For example, the coe¢ cient of e8n in the

error equation (4.17) of the iterative scheme (4.4) disappears if we set

� =
�1
d1

and � = �d2;

where d1 = f 0(�) and dk =
f (k)(�)
k!f 0(�) ; k � 2.

Thus, by substituting the free parameters � and � in (4.4) with �k and k;

we obtain the following n�step class of with-memory root �nders:

w0 = s+ �kf(s);

w1 = s� f(s)

f [w0; s] + �kf(w0)
;

...

wn = wn�1 �
f(wj�1)

r0n�1(wn�1)
; n � 2; (5.10)

where,

�k =
�1

N 0
m(wk;0)

;m � 1;

�k = �
N 00
m+1(wk;1)

2N 0
m+1(wk;1)

;m � 1 (5.11)

where, Nm(wk;0) and Nm+1(wk;1) are the Newton�s interpolating polynomials

of degree m and m + 1 respectively passing through best available points,

given by:

Nm(�) = Nm(�;wk;0;wk�1;nwk�2;n; :::;wk�1;n�m+1);

Nm+1(�) = Nm(�;wk;1;wk;0;wk�1;nwk�2;n; :::;wk�1;n�m+1) (5.12)

It is discussed and proved in [27] that the following error relation holds for n-

point without memory iterative methods

�k;j = wk;j � � � 
j
j�1Y
i=0

�k;i; j = 1; :::; n + 1 (5.13)
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where 
1 = 1 + �f 0(�) ; 
2 = d2 + � and 
j(j � 3) is dependent on the type

of interpolation used at j � th step.

By using induction, the expression (5.13) can take the following form:

�k;j ' (
j
j�1Y
i=0


2
j�i�1

)�2
j�1

k;0 : (5.14)

Equating (5.13) and ( 5.14) we obtained the following error relations:

"k;1 ' wk;1 � � ' ((1 + �k)f
0(�))�k;0; (5.15)

"k;2 ' ((d2 + �k)�k;0"k;1 ' (d2+�k)(1 + �f 0(�))�2k;0 (5.16)

�k;j = wk;j � � ' 
k;j
j�1Y
i=0

�k;i ; j = 3; :::; n+ 1 (5.17)

Where 
k;1 = (1 + �k)f
0(�) , 
k;2 = (d2 + �k) and 
k;j( j � 3) depend on the

type of interpolation used at j� th step, where d2 = f2(�)
2!f 0(�) : It is important to

mention that we have used Hermite interpolation to develop (5.10). To �nd

the R-order of convergence of newly developed family (5.10) the knowledge of

two entities are required. Firstly what are the error estimates of accelerating

parameters �k and �k approximated by Newtonian polynomial given in ( 5.12)

and thus factors appeared in (5.15, 5.16) can be written in [27] as:

1 + �kf
0(�) ' Um�

rn�m+1+:::+rn
k�1;0 ; 1 � m � n + 1 (5.18)

d2 + pk ' Vm�
rn�m+1+:::+rn
k�1;0 ; 1 � m � n + 1 (5.19)

where

Um = (�1)m+1dm+1
m�1Y
j=1

Dk�1;n�j; 1 � m � n+1

and

Vm = (�1)mdm+2
2

m�1Y
j=0

Dk�1;n�jfor 1 � m � n + 1;

Dk�1;0 = 1; r0 = 1:
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From (5.18) and (5.19) it is evident that the accelerating parameters �k and

�k have same order of accuracy. Secondly, utilization of these error estimates

to �nd the R � order of convergence of newly developed family (5.10) based

on Hermite interpolation. For this let we have a sequence fykg converges to

zero � with R � order of convergence l. The error relation for this sequence

can be represented mathematically as:

�k+1;0 = �k;n+1 ' Gk;n+1�
l
k;0; (5.20)

where Gk;n+1 is asymptotic error constant which tends to Gn+1 as k !1 and

l is the R�order of convergence. We now, study the estimation of R�order of

convergence of the with-memory family (5.10). So, in accordance with (5.20),

we have the following relation for the iterative sequence fyk;jg:

�k;j ' Gk;j�
lj
k;0; 1 � j � n (5.21)

Where lj is the number of information on the function f(f; f
0
; f 00; :::; f (�i�1))

taken at the point yk;i.. By using these of relations (5.20) and (5.21) in (5.10)

we have:

�k;j ' 
k;j

j�1Y
i=0

�k;i ' 
k;j�k;0
j�1Y
i=1

�k;i ' 
k;j�k;0
j�1Y
i=1

Gk;i�
lj
k;0;

' 
k;j

j�1Y
i=0

Gk;i�k;0�
l1
k;0�

l2
k;0�

l3
k;0:::�

lj�1
k;0 ;

' Hk;j�
1+l1+l2+:::+lj�1
k;0 ; 3 � j � n+ 1;

= Hk;j�
�m
k;0 ; (5.22)

where Hk;j ' �k;j
j�1Q
i=0

Gk;i and �m = ln�m+1 + :::+ ln:

Considering j = n+1 in (5.22) and then equating it with (5.20)we obtain:

�lk;0 = �1+l1+l2+:::+lnk;0 ;

) l = 1 + l1 + l2 + :::+ ln; (5.23)
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and for 3 � j � n we equate (5.21) and (5.22) ,and get the following:

lj = 1 + l1 + l2 + :::+ lj�1: (5.24)

The relations(5.23) and (5.24) yields:

�
l = 2ln = 2

n�2l3 = 2
n�2(1 + l1 + l2):

lj = 2lj�1 = 2j�3l3 = 2j�3(1 + l1 + l2); 3 � j � n

�
(5.25)

Hence, we obtain:

�m = ln�m+1 + :::+ ln =

8>>><>>>:
l � ln�m+1 1 � m < n

l � 1 m = n

l m = n+ 1:

(5.26)

According to relation (5.18) and (5.19) the factors (1+�kf
0(�)) and (d2+ �k)

have same order of accuracy ��mk�1;0;where �m is de�ned by (5.26).

Hence,

�k;1 = O(��mk�1;0�k;0)

and

�k;2 = O(��mk�1;0�k;1�k;0) = O(�2k;1)

gives l2 = 2l1 and l3 = 1 + 3l1: Therefore, for n � 2; relation (5.25) can take

the following form,

l = 2n�2(1 + 3l1) , lj = 2j�3(1 + 3l1); 3 � j � n: (5.27)

If we take �k only as self accelerating parameter in (5.16) and keeping �k as

a constant, we have the following error relation,

l2 = l1 + 1: (5.28)

By using relations (5.23) and (5.24) in (5.25) we get

l = 2n�1(1 + l1) and lj = 2j�2(1 + l1); 2 � j � n; n � 1: (5.29)
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Combining (5.20) and (5.21) for j = 1, we have

�k;1 ' Gk;1G
l1
k�1;n+1�

ll1
k�1;0: (5.30)

From the second relation of (5.16) by using (5.18) and (5.20), we have

�k;1 ' Um�
�m
k�1;0Gk�1;n+1�

l
k�1;0 ' Um�

�m
k�1;0Gk�1;n+1�

�m+l
k�1;0: (5.31)

Equating the error relation (5.30) and (5.31) and then using (5.26), we have

the following:

ll1 = l + �m =

8>>><>>>:
2l � ln�m+1; 1 � m < n

2l � 1; m = n

2l; m = n+ 1:

(5.32)

By using the value of l and lj in (5.29)we are able to get the relation for l1as:

l1 =

8>>><>>>:
2� 2�m ; 1 � m < n

1
2
(1 + 2

�n
2

p
9:22n�8); m = n

2; m = n + 1:

(5.33)

Now using relation(5.33) in (5.27), we obtain the R� order of convergence of

n� point with-memory family (5.10) as follows.

l =

8>>><>>>:
2n�2n�1+2n�2�3:2n�m�2= 2n�m�2(7:2m�3) ; 1 � m < n

7:2n�3+2
n
2
�3p49:2n � 48; m = n

2n+2n�1+2n�2= 1:75:2n; m = n + 1; n � 2
(5.34)

Now, we are able to establish the following conclusion of the above discussion.

Theorem 5.2 Let s0 be an initial guess close enough to the simple zero �

of a function f then the order of convergence of the with-memory family of

n-point methods (5.10) with self accelerating parameters �k and �k calculated

by(5.11) for 1 � m � n+ 1 is given by (5.34).
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It is observed from (5.34) that order of family of without memory methods

(4.4) is increased from 2n to 2n+2n�1+2n�2 i.e. from 8 to 14 for the three-

point iterative scheme. It is worth mentioning and very attractive that the

convergence order of newly developed family of without memory methods (4.4)

is accelerated by 75% without increasing the number of function evaluations.

5.2.1 Numerical Results

In here, we give the comparison of the proposed family of root �nding meth-

ods with-memory (NF-2) (5.10) with the modi�ed families root �nding meth-

ods with-memory proposed by Kung and Traub [61] and Zheng et al. [128]

(i.e. substituting the parameter � with �k =
�1

N 0
m(wk;0)

for n = 3) . We used

computer software Maple 16 for all numerical computations by taking 1000

signi�cant digits with multiple-precision arithmetic.

With-memory modi�cation of the n�point family of Zheng et al. [128]

(ZM) involving the parameter �j =
�1

N 0
m(wj;0)

is given as follows:

� j;0 = sj; � j;�1 = � j;0+�jf(� j;0); j � 0;

� j;1 = � j;0 �
f(� j;0)

f [� j;0; � j;�1]
;

� j;2 = � j;1 �
f(� j;1)

f [� j;1; � j;0]+f [� j;1; � j;0; � j;�1](� j;1�� j;0)
;

.

.

.

� j;n = � j;n�1�
f(� j;n�1)

f [� j;n�1; � j;n�2]+
l�1P
k=1

f [� j;l�1; : : : ; � j;l�2�k]
kQ
i=1

(� j;l�1�� j;l�i�k)
;

(5.35)

where, l 2 N; s0 is given initial point and j represents index of iteration.

The modi�ed three-point method with-memory suggested by Kung and
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Traub [61] (KT) involving the parameter �j =
�1

N 0
m(wj;0)

is given as follows:

�n = sn �
�jf(sn)

2

f(un)�f(sn)
; �n = sn+�jf(sn); n � 0;

!n = �n �
f(�n)f(�n)

[f(�n)�f(�n)]f [sn; �n]
;

sn+1 = !n �
f(�n)f(�n)(�n�sn

f(sn)
f [sn;!n]

)

[f(�n)�f(!n)][f(�n)�f(!n)]
+

f(�n)

f [�n; !n]
; (5.36)

For the sake of comparison, various kinds of nonlinear functions have been

considered from the literature which are shown in the Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Nonlinear functions, their exact roots and initial approximation

Example Nonlinear function Initial Approximation Exact root

5.4 f1(s) = e�s
2
(s� 2)(1 + s3 + s6) s0 = 1:8 � = 2

5.5 f2(s) = sin(s)� s
100

s0 = 0:5 � = 0

5.6 f3(s) = s5 + s4 + 4s2 � 15 s0 = 1:6 � = 1:3474:::

5.7 f4(s) = (s� 1)(s6 + s�6 + 4) sin(s)2 s0 = 1:3 � = 1

The error of the approximations to the corresponding roots of nonlinear

functions are shown in Table 5.6, where E(�h) denotes E�10�h. In the Table

5.7, it is demonstrated that the proposed family of methods (NF-2) (5.10) has

a consistent convergence behavior. Comparing the results of proposed families

of with and without memory methods, it can be seen that the new family (NF-

2) (5.10) has better performance than the existing families ZM and KT.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of With Memory Root Finders

Test Function With Memory Methods �0 = �0:01; �0 = 0:1

f(s), s0 ZM KT NF-2

f1; s0 = 1:8

js1 � �j 7:88(�7) 1:19(�6) 3:00(�6)

js2 � �j 1:62(�38) 2:74(�46) 1:10(�47)

js3 � �j 4:95(�244) 3:37(�390) 2:22(�396)

f2; s0 = 0:5

js1 � �j 1:83(�7) 2:13(�6) 7:64(�8)

js2 � �j 4:08(�67) 4:36(�69) 3:47(�72)

js3 � �j 1:25(�642) 1:37(�709) 1:25(�719)

f3; s0 = 1:6

js1 � �j 3:03(�7) 1:73(�6) 1:99(�6)

js2 � �j 2:95(�41) 7:36(�48) 1:48(�52)

js3 � �j 1:05(�262) 5:60(�399) 3:33(�437)

f4; s0 = �2

js1 � �j 9:96(�5) 2:96(�4) 2:78(�4)

js2 � �j 1:77(�24) 7:12(�29) 3:25(�38)

js3 � �j 3:32(�153) 1:43(�227) 2:17(�229)

5.3 Concluding remarks

In Section 5.1, we have extended the new three-step root �nding methods with-

out memory of optimal order eighth presented in Chapter 3 to new e¢ cient

root �nders with-memory. These methods include three steps and four accel-

erator parameters, require less computational cost, and provide the e¢ ciency

index 1:98468, which is even higher than the e¢ ciency index of several root

�nding methods with-memory in the literature, for example, 7
1
3 � 1:913, the

e¢ ciency index of the two-step root �nding method with-memory involving

two parameters [21]. Finally, numerical results are presented to demonstrate
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that the proposed iterative method with-memory have good enough behavior

for �nding roots of nonlinear functions.

In Section 5.2, we have presented a new derivative free n�point family

of root �nding methods with-memory as a modi�cation of the derivative free

n�point family of root �nders without-memory presented in section 4.1. It is

shown that the R�order of convergence of the new family of methods without

memory given by (4.4) is increased from 2n to 2n + 2n�1 + 2n�2: The speed of

convergence is accelerated by using suitable variation of two free parameters

at each iterative step. For the computation of the self-accelerating parame-

ters, Newton�s interpolation polynomials of third and fourth degrees are used.

Numerical comparisons con�rm that the proposed families of with and with-

out memory methods provide better performance and are e¢ cient in contrast

with the existing families of the similar kind.
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Chapter 6

Family of Optimal 8th Order Methods

to �nd Multiple roots

The optimal root �nding schemes are of more signi�cance than the non-

optimal iterative schemes concerning their computational e¢ ciency and con-

vergence speed. In this chapter, our main concern is to present the multiple

root �nding methods (when the multiplicity l 2 N is already known) of a

su¢ ciently di¤erentiable nonlinear function f : I � R ! R, where I is an

open interval. We, in here, develop a family of optimal eighth order multi-

ple zero �nding methods when the multiplicity l � 1 of the multiple zero is

known. The beauty of the proposed family of methods lies in the fact that

these methods are simple to implement with minimum possible number of

four function evaluations to obtain optimal order of convergence eighth and

the e¢ ciency index 1:6817 which is greater than the e¢ ciency index of several

multiple root �nding methods available in literature and of the multiple root

�nding methods of Geum et al. [32,33].
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6.1 Development of the scheme

In this section, we suggest a family of optimal methods of order eighth for

multiple zeros of known multiplicity l � 1 given as follows:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk � ltH(t) f(sk)
f 0(sk)

;

sk+1 = zk � ltL(m;�)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)

where t = l

s
f(yk)

f(sk)
;m = l

s
f(zk)

f(yk)
; � = l

s
f(zk)

f(sk)
(6.1)

where, the weight functions L : C2 ! C and H : C ! C are analytic in the

neighbourhoods of 0 and (0; 0) and t;m and � are one� to� l multiple-valued

functions.

In the next theorem, it is demonstrated that the proposed scheme (6.1)

achieves the optimal order of convergence eighth without increasing the num-

ber of function evaluations. The weight function H(t) about 0 is de�ned as:

H(t) = H0 +H1t+
H2

2!
t2 +

H3

3!
t3 +O(e4k)

where Hj =
Hj
f (0)

j!
for 0 6 j 6 3: And the weight function L(m;u) can be

expanded in the neighborhood of origin is given as follows:

L(m;u) = L00 + vL10 + uL01 + vuL11 +
v2

2!
L20

where Lk;j = 1
k!j!

@k+j

@vj@uj
L(v; u):

Theorem 6.1 Let s = � (say) be a multiple root of an analytic function

f : C! C of known multiplicity l � 1 in the interval containing the multiple

zero. Then the family of root �nding methods de�ned by (6.1) has optimal

order of convergence eighth when the conditions given below are satis�ed:

H0 = 1;H1 = 2;H2 = �2;H3 = 36; L00 = 0; L10 = 1; L01 = 2; L11 = 4; L20 = 2:

(6.2)
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Then the proposed method (1.52) satis�es the following error equations

ek+1 =
1

24l7
fd1(d21(11 + l)� 2ld2)((677 + 108l + 7l2)d41 � 24l(9 + l)d21d2

+12l2d22 + 12l
2d1d3)e

8
kg+O(e9k); (6.3)

where ek = sk � � and dj = l!
(l+j)!

f (l+j)(�)

f (l)(�)
; j = 1; 2; 3; : : :

Proof. Let s = � be a multiple root of f(s). By expanding the Taylor�s

series expansions of f(sk) and f 0(sk) about s = � (using the programming

package Mathematica 8), we obtain:

f(sk) =
f (l)(�)

l!
elk[1 + d1ek + d2e

2
k + d3e

3
k + d4e

4
k + d5e

5
k + d6e

6
k + d7e

7
k

+d8e
8
k +O(e9k)]; (6.4)

and

f 0(sk) =
f (l)(�)

l!
el�1k [l + d1(l + 1)ek + d2(l + 2)e

2
k + d3(l + 3)e

3
k

+ d4(l + 4)e
4
k + d5(l + 5)e

5
k + d6(l + 6)e

6
k + d7(l + 7)e

7
k

+ d8(l + 8)e
8
k +O(e9k)]; (6.5)

respectively.

Now, by substituting above equations (6.4) and (6.5) in the �rst substep

of (1.52), we get

yk � � =
d1e

2
k

l
+
(2d2l � d21(l + 1))e

3
k

l2
+

4X
k=0

Gke
k+4
k +O(e9k); (6.6)

where lk = Gk(l; d1; d2; : : : ; d8) are expressed in terms of l; d1; d2; d3; : : : ; d8

where the two coe¢ cients G0 and G1 can be explicitly written as G0 =
1
l3
f3d3l2 + d31(l + 1)2 � d1d2l(3l + 4)g and G1 = � 1

l4
fd41(l + 1)3 � 2d2d21l(2l2 +

5l + 3) + 2d3d1l
2(2l + 3) + 2l2(d22(l + 2)� 2d4l)g; etc.

Again, by using the Taylor�s series expansion, we get

f(yk) = f (l)(�)e2lk

"
(d1
l
)l

l!
+
(2ld2 � (l + 1)d21)(d1l )

lek

d1l!
+

6X
k=0

Gke
k+2
k +O(e9k)

#
:

(6.7)
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With the help of the expressions (6.4) and (6.7), we get

u =
d1ek
l
+
(2ld2 � (l + 2)d21)e2k

l2
+ �1e

3
k + �2e

4
k + �3e

5
k +O(e6k); (6.8)

where �1 = 1
2l3
[d31(2l

2+7l+7)+6d3l
2�2d1d2l(3l+7)]; �2 = � 1

6l4
[d41(6l

3+29l2+

51l+34)�6d2d21l(4l2+16l+17)+12d1d3l2(2l+5)+12l2(d22(l+3)�2d4l)]; �3 =
1
24l5
[�24l3(d2d3(5l+17)� 5d5l) + 12d3d21l2(10l2+43l+49)+ 12d1l2fd22(10l2+

47l+53)�2d4l(5l+13)g�4d2d31l(30l3+163l2+306l+209)+d51(24l4+146l3+

355l2 + 418l + 209)].

Expanding Taylor series of H(t) about 0 we have:

H(t) = H0 +H1t+
H2

2!
t2 +

H3

3!
t3 +O(e4k) (6.9)

where Hj =
Hj
f (0)

j!
for 0 6 j 6 3:

Now, by substituting the equations (6.6)-(6.9) in the second substep of

scheme (1.52), we have

zk = �+
�(1 +H0)d1e

2
k

l
� (1 +H1 + l �H0(3 + l)d

2
1) + 2(�1 +H0)ld2)e

3
k

l2

+
1

2l3
�
(2 + 10H1 �H2 + 4l + 4H1l + 2l

2 �H0(13 + 11l + 2l
2))d31

+2l(�4� 4H1 � 3l +H0(11 + 3l)d1d2 � 6(�1 +H0)l
2d3)e

4
k

�
+ z5e

5
k

+z6e
6
k + z7e

7
k +O(e8k):

By taking H0 = 1 and H1 = 2 we obtained

zk = �+
(d31(9�H2 + l)� 2ld1d2)

2l3
e4k + z5e

5
k + z6e

6
k + z7e

7
k +O(e8k); (6.10)

where z5 = � 1
6l4
fd41(125 + H3 + 84l + 7l

2 � 3H2(7 + 3l) + 6l(�3H2 + 4(7 +

l))d21d2 + 12d
2
2l
2 + 12d2d1l), z6 = 1

24l5
f1507 + 1850l + 677l2 + 46l3 + 4H3(9 +

4l)�6H2(59+53l+12l2))d51�4l(925+8H3+594l+53l
2�3H2(53+21l)d

3
1d2+

12l2(83�9H2+13l)d
2
1d3�168l3d2d3+12l2d1(115�12H2+17l)d22�6ld4) and

z7 = �f12d21d3l2(36� + 13l + 11) + (37 � 168d2d3l3 + 4d31d2l(96�2 + 252� +

53l2 + 18(14� + 5)l) + 12d1l
2(d22(48� + 17l + 19)� 6d4l)g:
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Again with the help of Taylor�s series expansion, we obtain

f(zk) = f (l)(�)e4lk

2�l
�
d31(9�H2+l)�2ld1d2

l3

�l
l!

�

�
2�l
�
d31(9�H2+l)�2ld1d2

l3

�l�1
�0

�
3(l3l!)

ek

+
7X
j=0

Hje
j+1
k +O(e9k); (6.11)

where

�0 = d41(125 +H3 + 84l + 7l
2 � 3H2(7 + 3l))d

4
1

�6l(�3H2 + 4(7 + l))d21d2 + 12l2d22 + 12d3d1l2):

With the help of expressions (6.4) and (6.11), we have

m =
d21(9�H2 + l)� 2ld2

2l2
e2k + �1e

3
k + �2e

4
k + �3e

5
k +O(e6k); (6.12)

where, �1 = � 1
6l3
fd31(98 +H3+4l

2+54l� 6H2(3 + l)� 12l(9�H2+ l)d1d2+

12l2d3g;

�2 =
1
24l4
899+1002l+313l2+18l3+4H3(8+3l)�6H2(43+33l+6l

2))d41�

12l(167 + 2H3 + 87l + 6l
2 � H2(33 + 10l)d

2
1d2 + 24l

2(26 � 3H2 + 3l)d1d3 +

12l2(d22(35� 4H2 + 3l)� 6ld4)

and

�3 = � 1
60l5
[�4257� 7270l� 4455l2� 101l3� 48l4� 10H3(37+ 30l+6l

2)+

30H2(60+75l+31l
2+4l3)d51+10l(1454+60H3+1548l+21H3l+454l

2+24l3�

18H2(25 + 18l+ 3l
2)d31d2 � 30l2(234 + 3H3 + 118l+ 8l

2 � 2H2(24 + 7l)d21d3 �

60l2d1(141 + 2H3 + 67l + 4l
2 � 2H2(15 + 4l)d

2
2 + 2(�17 + 2H2 � 2l)ld4) �

120l3(�25 + 3H2 � 2l)d2d3 + 2ld5g + ( 1
720l6

)((102047 + 180H2
2 + 204435l +

187055l2 + 81525l3 + 14738l4 + 600l5 + 40H3(389 + 498l + 214l
2 + 30l3) �

45H2(1223+ 2030l+1353l
2+394l3+40l4))� 30l(13629+ 22190l+12915l2+

2746l3 + 120l4 + 16H3(83 + 64l+ 12l
2)� 6H2(1015 + 1209l+ 470l

2 + 56l3)) +

120l2(2063+ 2088l+589l2+30l3+H3(88 + 30l)� 18H2+ (36+ 25l+4l
2)) +

80l2(2323 + 2348l + 635l2 + 30l3 + 4H3(28 + 9l)� 3H2(259 + 173l + 26l
2))�

2l(303 + 4H3 + 149l+ 10l
2� 9H2(7 + 2l))� 720l3((393 + 6H3 + 178l+ 10l

2�
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H2(87 + 22l))] + (�42 + 5H2 � 5l)ld5) + 20l3((�473 � 8H3 � 195l � 10l2 +

12H2(9 + 2l))d2d3 + 6l(65� 8H2 + 5l)d2 + 3l((71� 9H2 + 5l)d10ld6:

Since it is clear from (6.8) that u is of order ek, thus, by using Taylor�s series

expansion, the weight function L(m;u) can be expanded in the neighborhood

of origin as follows:

L(m;u) = L00 + vL10 + uL01 + vuL11 +
v2

2!
L20 (6.13)

where Lk;j = 1
k!j!

@k+j

@vj@uj
L(v; u):

By utilizing the expressions (6.4)-(6.13) in the suggested scheme (1.52),

we get

ek+1 = L2e
2
k + L3e

3
k + L4e

4
k + L5e

5
k + L6e

6
k + L7e

7
k +O(e8k); (6.14)

where the coe¢ cients Lk(2 � k � 7) depends generally on l and the parame-

ters Lk;j.

For achieving at least �fth-order convergence, we have to select L00 =

0; L10 = 1 and get

ek+1 =
((�2 + L01)d21((�9 +H2 � l)d21 + 2Ld2)

2l4
e5k + L6e

6
k + L7e

7
k +O(e8k)

where the coe¢ cients Lk(6 � k � 7) depends generally on L and the parame-

ters Lk;j:

To accomplish convergence of order eighth, we select the following values

of parameters:

H2 = �2;H3 = 36; L00 = 0; L10 = 1; L01 = 2; L20 = 2; L11 = 4 (6.15)

which gives us error equation as follows:

ek+1 =
1

24l7
(d1(d

2
1(11 + l)� 2ld2)((677 + 108l + 7l2)d41 � 24l(9 + l)d21d2

+12l2d22 + 12l
2d1d3)e

8
k) +O(e9k) (6.16)

The above asymptotic error constant (6.16) shows that the suggested scheme

(6.1) achieve optimal eighth-order convergence by utilizing only four function

valuations (using. f(sk); f 0(sk); f(yk) and f 0(zk)) per iteration.
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6.2 Special cases of weight functions

From Theorem 6.1, several choices of weight functions can be obtained, we

have considered the following:

Case 1: The polynomial form of the weight functions satisfying conditions

(6.2) can be represented as:

H(t) = 1 + 2t� t2 + 6t3;

L(v; u) = v + 2u+ 4vu+ v2: (6.17)

The particular iterative method related to (6.17) is given by:

SM-1:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk � lt(1 + 2t� t2 + 6t3)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = zk � lt(v + v2 + 2u+ 4vu)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; (6.18)

where t = l

q
f(yk)
f(sk)

; v = l

q
f(zk)
f(yk)

and u = l

q
f(zk)
f(sk)

.

Case 2: The second suggested form of the weight functions in which

H(t) is constructed using rational weight function satisfying conditions (6.2)

is given by:

H(t) =
1 + 8t+ 11t2

1 + 6t
;

L(v; u) = v + 2u+ 4vu+ v2: (6.19)

The corresponding iterative method (6.19) is presented as:

SM-2:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk � lt(
1 + 8t+ 11t2

1 + 6t
)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = zk � lt(v + v2 + 2u+ 4vu)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
: (6.20)
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Case 3: The third suggested form of the weight functions satisfying the

conditions (6.2) is given by:

H(t) =
5 + 18t

5 + 8t� 11t2 ;

L(v; u) = v + 2u+ 4vu+ v2: (6.21)

The corresponding iterative method using (6.21) is de�ned as follows:

SM-3:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; k � 0;

zk = yk � lt

�
5 + 18t

5 + 8t� 11t2

�
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

sk+1 = zk � lt(v + v2 + 2u+ 4vu)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
: (6.22)

6.3 Numerical results

In this section, we show the performance of the presented iterative family (6.1)

by carrying out some numerical tests and comparing the results with existing

method for multiple roots of similar kind. All the numerical computations are

carried out in the programming package Maple 16 using the precision of 1000

signi�cant digits. The nonlinear test functions along with their multiple zeros

� and multiplicity l are listed in Table 6.1 [72]. The proposed methods SM-1

(6.18), SM-2 (6.20) and SM-3 (6.22) are compared with the methods of Behl

et al. [8] (denoted by BM) and Zafar et al. [126] (denoted by ZM) given as

follows:

BM:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

zk = yk �
�
l + 2Hkl +

1

2
H2
k(4l + 2l)

�
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
uk

sk+1 = zk �
�
l + ltk + 3lH2

k + lHk(2 + 4tk +Hk)
� f(sk)
f 0(sk)

uktk; (6.23)
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where uk =
�
f(yk)
f(sk)

� 1
l
; Hk =

uk
a1+a2uk

and tk =
�
f(zk)
f(yk)

� 1
l
.

ZM:

yk = sk � l
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
;

zk = yk � luk
�
6u3k � u2k + 2uk + 1

� f(sk)
f 0(sk)

sk+1 = zk � luktk (1 + 2uk) (1 + tk)(1 + 2wk)
f(sk)

f 0(sk)
; (6.24)

where uk =
�
f(yk)
f(sk)

� 1
l
; tk =

�
f(zk)
f(yk)

� 1
l
and wk =

�
f(zk)
f(sk)

� 1
l
.

In Tables 6.2-6.8, the absolute error is the approximation of the required

multiple root ( jsk � �j) obtained by di¤erent iterative methods at the �rst

three iterations is shown, where E(�i) denotes E � 10�i. The computational

order of convergence (�) and initial guess s0 for each nonlinear functions are

also included in these tables. The computational order of convergence (�) is

approximated with the help of the following formula [55]:

� �
log
��(sk+1��)=(sk��)��

log
��(sk��)=(sk�1��)�� :

It is observed that, the performance of new methods SM-2 and BM is same

for function f1 and better than ZM for function f2. The newly developed

schemes SM-1, SM-2 and SM-3 are not only convergent but also their speed

of convergence is better than BM and ZM. On the other hand ZM and BM

show divergence for function f3. For f4, f5, f6 and f7 the newly developed

schemes newly developed schemes SM-1, SM-2 and SM-3 are comparable with

ZM and BM. Hence, we conclude that the proposed family is comparable and

robust among existing methods for multiple roots.
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Table 6.1: Test functions along with multiplicity of Root

Example Test Functions Exact root � Multiplicity l

6.1 f1(s) = (cos(
�s
2
) + s2 � �)5 2:034724896::: 5

6.2 f2(s) = (e
s + s� 20)2 2:842438953::: 2

6.3 f3(s) = (ln s+
p
(s4 + 1)� 2)9 1:222813963::: 9

6.4 f4(s) = (covs� s)3 0:7390851332::: 3

6.5 f5(s) = ((s� 1)3 � 1)50 2:0 50

6.6 f6(s) = (s
3 + 4s2 � 10)6 1:365230013::: 6

6.7 f7(s) = (8se
�s2 � 2s� 3)8 �1:7903531791::: 8

Table 6.2: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.1

f1(s); s0 = 2:5

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 2:15(�4) 1:87(�4) 2:03(�4) 1:52(�4) 1:84(�4)

js2 � �j 2:37(�29) 3:53(�30) 1:25(�29) 9:69(�31) 2:89(�30)

js3 � �j 5:28(�229) 5:71(�236) 2:53(�231) 2:56(�240) 1:05(�236)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00

Table 6.3: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.2

f2(s); s0 = 3:0

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 2:33(�7) 1:21(�7) 1:90(�7) 1:40(�7) 1:16(�7)

js2 � �j 1:30(�53) 2:21(�56) 1:99(�54) 1:30(�55) 1:57(�56)

js3 � �j 1:19(�423) 2:67(�446) 2:87(�430) 7:37(�440) 1:73(�447)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00 8:00
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Table 6.4: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.3

f3(s); s0 = 3:0

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 1:81(�2) 1:75(�2) 1:79(�2) D D

js2 � �j 2:82(�15) 9:58(�16) 2:04(�15) D D

js3 � �j 2:06(�117) 8:21(�122) 6:49(�119) D D

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 D D

"D" stands for divergence.

Table 6.5: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.4

f4(s); s0 = 1:0

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 6:78(�8) 5:45(�8) 6:29(�8) 4:90(�8) 5:15(�8)

js2 � �j 7:95(�60) 8:55(�61) 3:83(�60) 4:06(�61) 4:91(�61)

js3 � �j 2:82(�475) 3:11(�483) 7:18(�478) 8:99(�486) 3:36(�485)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 7:99 7:99

Table 6.6: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.5

f5(s); s0 = 2:1

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 7:58(�7) 4:85(�7) 6:52(�7) 4:77(�7) 4:65(�7)

js2 � �j 3:70(�47) 4:10(�49) 8:82(�48) 5:66(�49) 2:72(�49)

js3 � �j 1:19(�369) 1:06(�385) 9:93(�375) 2:22(�384) 3:79(�387)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 7:99 7:99

Table 6.7: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.6

f6(s); s0 = 3:0

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 5:40(�2) 5:30(�2) 5:36(�2) 4:36(�2) 5:39(�2)

js2 � �j 1:10(�10) 4:72(�11) 8:60(�11) 1:36(�11) 4:92(�11)

js3 � �j 5:28(�80) 2:43(�83) 5:76(�81) 1:80(�87) 3:14(�83)

� 8:00 7:98 7:97 7:97 7:97
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Table 6.8: Comparison of di¤erent methods for multiple roots for Example 6.7

f7(s); s0 = �1:2

SM-1 SM-2 SM-3 ZM BM

js1 � �j 4:38(�4) 4:24(�4) 4:32(�4) 3:41(�4) 4:26(�4)

js2 � �j 4:44(�27) 1:11(�27) 3:11(�27) 3:58(�28) 1:14(�27)

js3 � �j 4:97(�211) 2:55(�216) 2:28(�212) 5:27(�220) 3:06(�216)

� 8:00 8:00 8:00 7:99 7:99

It is observed that the performance of the new method SM-2 is the same

as BM for the functioon f1 and better than ZM for the function f2. The

methods ZM and BM shows divergence for f3 while our newly developed

methods remained convergent with a better speed. For functions f4; f5; f6

and f7, the newly developed schemes SM-1, SM-2 and SM-3 are comparable

with ZM and BM. Hence, we conclude that the proposed family is comparable

and robust among existing methods for multiple roots.

6.4 Dynamical Planes

For the sake of stability comparison, we plot the dynamical planes correspond-

ing to each scheme (SM1,SM2, SM3, BM and ZM) for the nonlinear functions

f1; f2; f3; f4; f5; f6; f7 by using the procedure described in [12]. We draw a

mesh of 400 � 400 points, such that each point of the mesh is an initial-

approximation of the required root of corresponding nonlinear function. The

point is colored with orange color if the sequence of iteration method converges

to the multiple root (with tolerance 10�3) in less than 80 iterations and the

point is painted with black color if the sequence does not converges to the

multiple root. The multiple zero is represented by a white star in the �gures.

We see from Figures 6.1�6.7 that the basin of attraction drawn in orange color

is of the multiple zero only. Which is set of initial guesses converging to the

multiple roots �lls all the plotted regions of the complex plane). In general,

convergence to other zeros or divergence can appear. In the case of almost
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all examples, we see in the �gures, that the region with orange color is big-

ger for the presented methods SM1, SM2 and SM3 than the regions obtained

by schemes BM and ZM which con�rms the fast convergence and stability of

proposed schemes.
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Fig. 6.1. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.1
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Fig. 6.2. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.2
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Fig. 6.3. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.3
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Fig. 6.4. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.4
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Fig. 6.5. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.5
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Fig. 6.6. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.6
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Fig. 6.7. Basins of attraction of di¤erent methods for Example 6.7

6.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we have presented a new family of optimal multiple root �nd-

ing methods of convergence order eighth for solving nonlinear equations. An

extensive convergence analysis is done which veri�es that the new family is

optimal eighth order convergent. The proposed multiple root �nding methods

produce optimal eighth order convergence requiring only four function evalua-

tions. The e¢ ciency index of new schemes is 1:6817 which is greater than the

e¢ ciency index of several multiple root �nding methods and of the methods

proposed by Geum et al. [32, 33]. Finally, numerical and dynamical compar-

isons con�rm the theoretical results and illustrate that the three members

SM-1, SM-2 and SM-3 of the new family are better than existing methods for

multiple roots. Hence, the proposed family is e¢ cient among the domain of

multiple root �nding methods.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Critical analysis

In this section, some signi�cant features of this thesis are mentioned on crit-

ically investigating the root �nding methods for nonlinear equations estab-

lished in this thesis.

1. A new family of optimal fourth order root �nding methods based on

weighted mean approach constructed to estimate simple roots of non-

linear equations. This family is also extended for solving systems of

nonlinear equations. Numerical results and dynamical planes are pre-

sented, which show that new iterative schemes produce wider regions of

convergence and are e¢ cient among the existing root �nding methods

of similar kind.

2. In this thesis, we have developed some new optimal convergent eighth

order derivative-free iterative methods without-memory based on weight

function and parameter approach. The new formulas provide better

performance than the existing eighth order root �nding methods due

to the reason that new methods have wider convergence regions and

less divergence regions in several cases. Further, the new root �nding

methods produce approximation with robust convergence speed.
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3. Two n�point family of optimal derivative-free root �nding methods

without-memory based on rational and Hermite interpolations are also

constructed in this thesis. It is observed that the new methods obtained

by these families perform better than the existing n�point root �nding

methods of similar kind.

4. The newly constructed root �nding methods without-memory are also

extended to e¢ cient iterative methods with-memory in order to obtain

the solutions of highest accuracy and e¢ ciency. The proposed with-

memory root �nding schemes produce remarkably fast approximations

in comparison with the earlier iterative schemes of similar kind in the

literature.

5. A new family of optimal eighth order convergent iterative methods to

�nd multiple roots of nonlinear equations is also established in this the-

sis. Some particular iterative methods as special cases of the family are

obtained. These methods produce approximations of highest e¢ ciency.

It is observed that the performance of new methods is better than the

existing methods of similar kind for multiple roots.

6. For the better visualization of the behavior and stability, we have pre-

sented dynamical behavior of proposed iterative methods in this thesis.

7.2 Future work

We can further extend the work presented in this thesis as follows:

� The development of iterative methods for �nding all the roots of non-

linear equations simultaneously.

� Extension of the schemes of chapter 3, 4 and 5 to the system of equations.

� To construct a family of n�point optimal iterative methods to approx-

imate multiple roots of nonlinear equations.
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� To develop derivative free iterative methods for �nding multiple roots

of nonlinear equations.

7.3 Research publications

The following research work has been published in some international journals

from this thesis.

� Chapter 2 is based on the work published in [3].

� Chapter 3 and Section 5.1 include the material published in [125].

� Section 4.2 includes the results published in [121].

� Chapter 6 includes the results published in [124] .

Moreover, the following research manuscripts have been submitted in some

international journals for publication.

� [120] is based on the results presented in Section 4.1 and Section 5.2.

The �nal versions of the research papers may slightly vary from the original

version in terms of presentation and references.
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